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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
**************

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff/Respondent,
vs.

LUNDE EUGENE JUSTICE,
Defendant/Appellant.

)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)

Supreme Court No. 37702-2010
and
37703-2010
(Consolidated)
CLERKS RECORD ON APPEAL

Appeal from the District Court of the 5th Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Gooding

**************
HONORABLE JOHN BUTLER, DISTRICT JUDGE

**************
Molly Huskey
State Appellate Public Defender
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720

LAWRENCE WASDEN,
Attorney General, Crim Appeals Division
Statehouse Mail, Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX

(b)

Date:

/2010

User:

Fifth Judicial District Court - Gooding County

Time: 09:46 AM

ROA Report
Case: CR-2009-0002667 Current Judge: John Butler

Page 1 of 3

Defendant: Justice, Lunde Eugene
State of Idaho vs. Lunde Eugene Justice
Judge

Date

Code

User

10/14/2009

NORF

ROSA

PROS

ROSA

Prosecutor assigned Calvin H. Campbell

Casey Robinson

CRCO

ROSA

Criminal Complaint

Casey Robinson

AFPW

ROSA

Affidavit Of Probable Cause In Support Of
Warrant

Casey Robinson

WARI

ROSA

Warrant Issued -Arrest Bond amount: 10000.00
Defendant: Justice, Lunde Eugene

Casey Robinson

XSEA

ROSA

Case Sealed

Casey Robinson

STAT

ROSA

STATUS CHANGED: Inactive

Casey Robinson

WART

BECKY

Warrant Returned Defendant: Justice, Lunde
Eugene

Casey Robinson

XUNS

BECKY

Case Un-Sealed

Casey Robinson

STAT

BECKY

STATUS CHANGED: Activate (previously
inactive)

Casey Robinson

HRSC

BECKY

Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 11/06/2009
01:00 PM)

Casey Robinson

ARRN

NICOLA

Hearing result for Arraignment held on
11/06/2009 01 :00 PM: Arraignment/ First
Appearance

Casey Robinson

CMIN

NICOLA

Court Minutes

Casey Robinson

RGHT

NICOLA

Statement Of Defendant's Rights Form

Casey Robinson

PDAP

NICOLA

Public Defender Application

Casey Robinson

ORPD

NICOLA

Defendant: Justice, Lunde Eugene Order
Appointing Public Defender Public defender
Joseph F. James

Casey Robinson

HRSC

NICOLA

Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 11/19/2009
08:30 AM)

Casey Robinson

11/6/2009

11/9/2009

11/18/2009

11/19/2009

· Notification Of Rights Felony

Casey Robinson

NICOLA

Notice Of Hearing

Casey Robinson

REQD

NICOLA

Request For Discovery

Casey Robinson

REQD

NICOLA

Request For Discovery and Request for Notice of Casey Robinson
Alibi

RESP

NICOLA

State's Response To Discovery

SUPP

ROSA

State's 1st Supplemental Response To Request Casey Robinson
For Discovery

AMCO

ROSA

Amended Complaint Filed Part I

Casey Robinson

AMCO

ROSA

Amended Complaint Filed Part II

Casey Robinson

CMIN

ROSA

Court Minutes

Casey Robinson

HRHD

ROSA

Hearing result for Preliminary held on 11/19/2009 Casey Robinson
08:30 AM: Hearing Held

HRSC

ROSA

Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 12/17/2009
08:30 AM)

ROSA

Mag09/23
9:26:30--9:27:52

Notice Of Hearing

Casey Robinson

Casey Robinson
Casey Robinson

(~)

1/2010

User:

Fifth Judicial District Court - Gooding County

ROA Report
Page 2 of 3

Case: CR-2009-0002667 Current Judge: John Butler
Defendant: Justice, Lunde Eugene

State of Idaho vs. Lunde Eugene Justice
Judge

Date

Code

User

11/24/2009

SUPP

ROSA

State's 2nd Supplemental Response To Request Casey Robinson
For Discovery

12/17/2009

CMIN

ROSA

Court Minutes
Mag09/25
9: 13:32--9: 14:22

Casey Robinson

OADC

ROSA

Order Holding Defendant To Answer To District
Court

Casey Robinson

PHWV

ROSA

Hearing result for Preliminary held on 12/17/2009 Casey Robinson
08:30 AM: Preliminary Hearing Waived (bound
Over)

HRSC

ROSA

Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 01/12/2010
09:00 AM)

Barry Wood

APER

ROSA

Defendant: Justice, Lunde Eugene Appearance
Philip A. Brown

Barry Wood

ROSA

Notice Of Hearing

Barry Wood

INFO

CYNTHIA

Information Part I

Barry Wood

II\IFO

CYNTHIA

Information Part II

Barry Wood

12/22/2009

CHJG

CYNTHIA

Change Assigned Judge (batch process)

1/12/2010

CMIN

CYNTHIA

Court Minutes Hearing type: Arraignment Hearing John Butler
date: 1/12/2010 Time: 10:26 AM Court reporter:
Candace Childers Audio tape number: DC 09-12

APNG

CYNTHIA

Appear & Plead Not Guilty

John Butler

ARNO

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Arraignment held on
01/12/2010 09:00 AM: District Court
Arraignment

John Butler

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Status 01/26/2010 09:00
AM)

John Butler

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
03/09/2010 09:00 AM)

John Butler

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 03/17/2010 09:00 John Butler
AM)

CMIN

CYNTHIA

Court Minutes Hearing type: Status Hearing date: John Butler
1/26/2010 Time: 09:37 AM Court reporter: Linda
Ledbetter Audio tape number: DC 10-01

HRHD

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Status held on 01/26/2010
09:00 AM: Hearing Held

John Butler

CMIN

CYNTHIA

Court Minutes
Hearing type: Pretrial Conference
Hearing date: 3/9/2010
Time: 09:55 am
Courtroom: Courtroom 1
Court reporter: Candace Childers

John Butler

1/13/2010

1/26/2010

3/9/2010

Minutes Clerk: CYNTHIA
Tape Number: DC 10-03
Defense Attorney: Philip Brown
Prosecutor: Calvin Campbell

(~)

Date:

/2010

User:

Fifth Judicial District Court - Gooding County

Time: 09:46 AM

ROA Report

Page 3 of 3

Case: CR-2009-0002667 Current Judge: John Butler
Defendant: Justice, Lunde Eugene

State of Idaho vs. Lunde Eugene Justice
Date

Code

User

3/9/2010

CPGT

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on
03/09/2010 09:00 AM: Change Plea To Guilty
Before H/t

GLTY

CYNTHIA

Gullty Plea Or Admission Of Gullt GT (118-2403 John Butler
{F} Theft-Grand)

RESP

CYNTHIA

Response To Request For Discovery/plaintiff

John Butler

PSMH1

CYNTHIA

Order for Pre-Sentence Investigation Report and
Mental Health Assessment

John Butler

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 04/27/2010
09:00 AM)

John Butler

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Hearing

John Butler

SNIC

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Sentencing held on 04/27/2010 John Butler
09:00 AM: Sentenced To Incarceration

CMIN

CYNTHIA

Court Minutes Hearing type: Sentencing Hearing
date: 4/27/2010 Time: 09:00 AM Court reporter:
Candace Childers Audio tape number: DC 10-04

JCOC

CYNTHIA

Judgment Of Conviction & Order Of Commitment John Butler

SNIC

CYNTHIA

Sentenced To Incarceration (118-2403 {F}
John Butler
Theft-Grand) Confinement terms: Credited time:
174 days. Penitentiary determinate: 14 years, -0lndeterminate, not to exceed 14 years.

STAT

CYNTHIA

STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action John Butler

NOTC

CYNTHIA

Notice of Appeal

John Butler

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion for Waiver of Fees on Appeal

John Butler

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion for Appointment of SAPD

John Butler

APSC

CYNTHIA

Appealed To The Supreme Court

John Butler

STAT

CYNTHIA

STATUS CHANGED: Inactive

John Butler

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order Appointing SAPD

John Butler

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order for Waiver of Fees on Appeal

John Butler

3/10/2010

4/27/2010

5/14/2010

5/21/2010

Judge
John Butler

John Butler

(c)

OR\G\NAL

Calvin H. Campbell
Gooding County Prosecuting Attorney
LS.B. No. 4579
Post Office Box 86
Gooding, Idaho 83330
Telephone (208) 934-4493

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE

JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR
THE ST ATE OF IDAHO,

COG"'NTY OF GOODING

)
)

Plaintiff,
V.

)

Case No.: CR-2009- 2,{pt.,, 7

)

--

)

LUNDE EUGENE JUSTICE,

)

SSN/OLN:

)
)
)

Defendant.

PERSONALLY APPEARED before me this

COMPLAINT

J2 day of October, 2009, in the County ofGooding,

State of Idaho, Calvin H, Campbell, Gooding County Prosecuting Attorney, who complains and says:
that LG"'NDE EUGENE JUSTICE on or about the 8th day of October 2009, in the County of Gooding,
State of Idaho, then and there being, did then and there commit the crime of GRAND THEFT, A
FELONY, said crime being committed as follows, to-wit:

COMPLAINT

-1-

I

COUNT!
GRAi'l"D THEFT
Idaho Code§§ 18-2403(1) 18-2407(1)(b)(l)
A FELONY

That the defendant, Lunde Eugene Justice, on or about the 8th day of October, 2009, in the
County of Gooding, State of Idaho, did wrongfully take, obtain and/or withhold certain property of
another, to-wit: a 1999 Dodge 2500 Cummins pickup truck, in an amount in excess of One Thousand
Dollars ($1,000.00) from the owner, Jack Packer, with the intent to deprive another of property and/or
appropriate to himself or to a third person, certain property of another, in violation of Idaho Code § §
18-2403(1) 18-2407(1)(b)(1).

All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and
provided and against the peace and dignity of the State ofldaho.
Said complaint therefore prays that the Defendant be dealt with according to law.

c~
SUBSCRIBED before me this

COMPLAINT

i5_ day of October, 2009.

-2-

ORIGINAL
Wendell Police Department
Kirtus S. Gaston, Chief of Police

, 0ffill/topi4(29Ef); Sf;~-2f9,~S

375 I5' Avenue East,
P.O. Box208
Wendell, Idaho 83355
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN

AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING, MAGISTRATE DIVISION
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff,

)
)

SS:

vs.
Justice, Lunde Eugene
Defendant
DOB:Drivers License #: NI A
Last4SSN:WPD CASE NUMBER: 2009-404

Case Number (Court)

cJ?..-oq -

;;lt,p~7

!,Officer Michael Shelamer, of the Wendell Police Department, being first duly sworn, state that I am the same
person whose name is subscribed to the attached criminal complaint / citation. The attached document are a true
accurate account in support for this affidavit.
Charging Recommendation:
The Defendant was identified as: Justice, Lunde Eugene
Method of identification: Cassia County Sheriff
This crime occurred in my presence:

D Yes or No ~

What further information do you have giving you reasonable grounds to believe that the Defendant committed the
crime(s) alleged? See Attached Report
Dated this 9 day ofOctober, 2009.

lllrcl,,_
Affiant

,l.:tL..

,,e:_____

Sr1=~==RN BEFORE ME TITTS fii DAY Odo b:e..x::: 2o_CB.
TO

OF

Notary Public for the State ofldaho
Residing at
My Commission expires: 12... l'ZC {2D l I

w~

ID

3

Wendell Police Department
Report # 0900404

Date: 10/08/2009
Incident: Grand Theft
Location: 235 th Ave East
Victim: Packer-Charles, Jack DOB: Witness: NIA
Subject: Unknown
On the above date at approximately 08:37 I Officer M. Shelamer with the
Wendell City Police Department was dispatched to the above address for a vehicle that
had been stolen sometime the morning of the above date. As I arrived to the above
address I had observed that there was a green jeep later knovvn as Jacks vehicle and tire
marks next to that greenjeep in the dirt later known as where Jacks 1999 Dodge 2500
Cummins diesel was sitting the night before the above date.
As I walked up to the home Jack came outside and stated to me that he had parked his
dodge right in front of where we were standing the night before at about 20:30 hrs. Jack
stated that who ever took it, it looks like they backed out and went east on th ave. I then
asked Jack what kind of truck it was and he stated to me that it was a 1999 dodge 2500
Cummins diesel with 2 five inch chrome stocks coming out of the bed and a dimmed
plated tool box in the back of the truck. Jack then stated that a kid by the name of Lunde
Eugene Justice had been looking at the truck a month before to buy it. Justice said that he
would buy the truck but wanted to take it for a test drive before. Jack said that about a
month before the above date, Justice had taken it for a test drive and never brought it
back. Jack said he had seen it the next morning when justice brought it back to jack and
still said he wanted to buy it.
Jack stated that after justice had taken the truck for the night he had later asked him ifhe
could take the truck to salt lake because his father had died. Jack told Justice no, that he
wasn't going to take it that far. Jack then told me that he had found out that his dad had
been died for six months and his mother was in prison and that justice has a record. Jack
told me that his wife turned Justice into the Gooding City Police because he took a
hundred dollar bill out of the center conical.
Jack stated that he was watching a football game and had seen Justice at the place where
he was watching the football game and that he had kept going around the comer. Jack
said to me that it had donned on him that he better go check his tool box because he was
unsure if it was locked or not and he had a spare key to the truck inside the tool box. Jack
said that it was unlocked and that he locked it up but never checked for the key.
I went inside jacks home to see ifI could get some contact information for justice so I
could try to get hold of him. Jacks wife told me that she had contacted the insurance
company for the truck and found a telephone number for justice that they had from
previous talks. Jacks wife told me that jack just put new tires on the truck because when
justice had it before to test drive it he burned all the rubber off the tires.

Wendell Police Departm1,;;11t
Report # 0900404

I went to the car and got out the car report paper so that I could sit down with Jack and
fill out everything about the truck and fax it over to sircomm. As I was getting that paper
I had an AIL put out for jack's truck across Sircomm. Jack and I filled out the paper
work and I told Jack that I would call him as soon as I had any information, I also told
jack to just give me a call when he had the statements filled out.
I went back to the office and faxed over the papers to sircomm. I put Jacks information
into the computer and pulled a case file on it for grand theft. I found out that Justice was
on parole. I then called his parole officer to find out as much information about him as
possible. His Parole officer told me that he had an address in Gooding and what he
looked like. I had a Gooding City Officer go over to his home in Gooding to see if the
truck was there. The Gooding Officer told me that it was not there.
I later found out that Justice could possible be in the Malta area. I then called Cassia
County Sheriff Department and had them informed about the truck and place an A TL out
for it in there county. Later on tliat day Deputy E. Nebekeer, along with Sgt. R. Nay with
the Cassia County Sheriff Department went over to Larry James Justice's home in Malta,
(Justice's father).

I received a phone call from Cheryl (Justice's Parole agent) stating that the two officers
that went over to Justices fathers home got a statement from Larry stating that Justice was
at his home in Malta at about 03 :30 driving a white Dodge pick up with chrome stacks.
Larry said that Justice had bought the pick up and that he was going to pick up some
horses and go to Billings Montana.
Justice's parole officer said that she was going to try to get a warrant for his arrest for
leaving the state. I filled out my report and would like to submit a warrant out for Justice,
Lunde Eugene for Grand Theft, for stealing the 1999 white Dodge Commons Diesel from
Jack Packer.
Evidence: (audio), (Video), (Pictures), (Statements), (ATL on the Dodge), (Statement
from Justice's Father) and nothing else to my knowledge at this time.

Officer Signature

Date

5

vVendell Polic€D.!'fp~r:~p,i~P:t
Kirtus S. Gaston, Chief'of Police

375 I5' Avenue
P.O. Box208
Wendell, Idaho 83355
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH J U D - F THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING, MAGISTRATE nfvrstoN
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff,

)
)

SS:

vs.
Justice, Lunde Eugene
Defendant
DOB:Drivers Lice
NIA
Last 4 SSN:
WPD CASE NUMBER: 2009-404

Case Number (Court)

cJ:.-()q- ;;2 kJf.o 7

.................•....•.....•..•...•....................•..•...............•...•••••••••...........•.••......
I,Officer Michael She lamer, of the Wendell Police Department, being first duly sworn, state that I am the same
person whose name is subscribed to the attached criminal '?omplaint / citation. The attached document are a true
accurate account in support for this affidavit.
Charging Recommendation:
The Defendant was identified as: Justice, Lunde Eugene
Method of identification: Cassia County Sheriff
This crime occurred in my presence:

D Yes or No 12s]

What further information do you have giving you reasonable grounds to believe that the Defendant committed the
crime(s) alleged? See Attached Report
Dated this 13 day ofOctober, 2009.

Affiant

Notary Public for the State ofidaho
Residing at \ ; j ~ '::r::D
My Commission~z.o !2'll1

Wendell Police DepartJ... ...:nt
Report # 0900404

Date: 10/08/2009
Incident: Grand Theft
Location: 23 5 ?111 Ave East
Victim: Packer-Charles, Jack D O B : Witness: NIA
Subject: Unknown
The above Victims truck is worth approximately Eighteen thousand dollars ($18,000).
This is the value of the truck which can be attached to my P.C. report.

It'- r J-o r.
Officer Signature

Date

7

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDP...HO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
MAGISTRP.TE DIVISION
CASE # C:?. -

CD

,2,ooq -

goor-

2_(,c,,, '1

a~,

DATE : ,

J1JDGE: ___R_o_b_1_·n_s_o_n
________

STATE OF IDAHO

\: 31

/f-(.,~OCJ
tJ. ( '~

R.Tanner
BY=
DEPUTY

CLERK:

1 ~/~S~h~u~l~l=------Attorney_____C_a~m~p~b~e_1~~~

vs.

Attorney_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Interpreter---=--------------

#

. -A- A c z e ~ r s o ) _ _ _ Bond Set $ /!J; 000 - - - -OR Release
, o'? ___ Failed to appe:tf _ _ _ Warrant Issued (! ~
Bond Forfeited

' +

·OJ-·
'

\ 4

-X

Rights given

/.,~

y

Rights form signe~ .

Rights Understood

Penalties Understood

~enalties Given

Counsel: ___Waived__j_FD Appointed___May Reimburse

PD Denied

Hire Own

Plead Guilty

Accepted by Court ___ Sentencing Bet_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Plead Not Guilty

---

Preliminary Hearing Set

Waive Jury Trial

____ Pre-Trial Conference
Ir

/I- f Gf-01

Court/Jury Trial Set _ _ _ _ _ _ __

a:t 8:30-Sentenced:

Days Jail

Suspended

Fine$ _ _ _ _ _ + costs _ _ _ __
Drivers License Suspended

Credit

___ days time· served

Suspended $_ _ _ _ _ _Pay by_ _ _ _ __

----days

____ absolute

Begins_ _ _ __

Supervised Probation at discretion of probation office
Unsupervised Probation_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Probation Terms:
Violate no Laws, __ Maintain Liability Insur,
Alcohol
No drinking and driving, __Random BBU, __ Submit to Requested Tests,
Attend Ale Sch, __ COA/10 days __ Reimbu~se County/Probation Serv.
Pay All Fines, Costs, Restitution
Other terms set by probation _ _ Comply w/eval.
hrs. comm. service
Other

--------------------------------------

42 Days to Appeal

Seal Evaluation in File

ORIGINAL

Calvin H. Campbell
Gooding County Prosecuting Attorney
LS.B. No. 4579
Post Office Box 86
Gooding, Idaho 83330
Telephone (208) 934-4493

By:

"Q1T'
,,;"'IC"'·
,:JA 'v
. 'A

DtPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
V.

)
)
)

Case No.: CR-2009-2667

)

--

)
)

LUNDE EUGENE JUSTICE,
SSN/OLN:

Defendant.

AMENDED COMPLAINT PART I

)
)
)

PERSONALLY APPEARED before me in the County of Gooding, State of Idaho, Calvin H,
Campbell, Gooding County Prosecuting Attorney, who complains and says: that LUNDE EUGENE
JUSTICE on or about the 8th day of October 2009, in the County of Gooding, State ofldaho, then and
there being, did then and there commit the crime of GRAND THEFT, A FELONY, said crime being
committed as follows, to-wit:
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COUNTI
GRAND THEFT
Idaho Code§§ 18-2403(1) 18-2407(1)(b)(l)
A FELONY
That the defendant, Lunde Eugene Justice, on or about the 8th day of October, 2009, in the
County of Gooding, State of Idaho, did wrongfully take, obtain and/or withhold certain property of
another, to-wit: a 1999 Dodge 2500 Cummins pickup truck, in an amount in excess of One Thousand
Dollars ($1,000.00) from the owner, Jack Packer, with the intent to deprive another of property and/or
appropriate to himself or to a third person, certain property of another, in violation of Idaho Code §§
18-2403 (1) 18-2407(1 )(b)(1 ).

All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and
provided and against the peace and dignity of the State ofldaho.
Said complaint therefore prays that the Defendant be dealt with according to law.

SUBSCRIBED before me this

/ ~y of November, 2
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ORIGINAL
Calvin H. Campbell
Gooding County Prosecuting Attorney
I.S.B. No. 4579
Post Office Box 86
Gooding, Idaho 83330
Telephone (208) 934-4493

IN

DISTRICT COURT OF THE

JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

OF IDAHO, IN AJ-JD FOR THE COCNTY OF GOODING
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
V.

)
)
)

Case No.: CR-2009-2667

)

-LUNDE

)
)

JG STICE,

SSN/OLN

Defendant.

AMENDED COMPLANT PART II

)
)
)

PERSISTENT VIOLATOR
Idaho Code §19-2514
A FELONY

That the Defendant, , was previously convicted of the following felonies:

I
BURGLARY
On or about the 11th day of August, 2005, the defendant was convicted (by entry of Judgment
after a plea of guilty) of the felony of Burglary, in the County of Cassia, State ofidaho, in case
number CR-2005-1811.
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II
ESCAPE, GRAND THEFT, ASSAULT OR BATTERY UPON CERTAIN PERSONNEL
On or about the 11th day of August, 2005, the defendant was convicted (by entry of Judgment
after a plea of guilty) of the felonies of Escape, Grand Theft and Assault or Battery Upon Certain
Personnel, in the County of Cassia, State ofidaho, in case number CR-2005-3291

All of which is contrary to the fonn, force and effect of the statute in such case made and
provided and against the peace and dignity of the State ofldaho.
Said complaint therefore prays that the Defendant be dealt with according to law.

SUBSCRIBED before me this ~ a y ofNovember, 2
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(2.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Ji

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of November, 2009, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing Amended Complaint by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:
Joseph J arnes
Attorney at Law
130 4th Avenue West
Gooding, Idaho 83330

- - -U.S. Mail

x
Hand Delivered
_ _ _Overnight Mail
_ _ _Telecopy (FAX)
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT --- -OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
MAGISTRATE DIVISION
2009
I 9 PM

CASE# CR-2009-2667
JUDGE: Casey Robinson presiding

State of Idaho

vs
Lunde Eugene Justice

DATE: 11/19/09
CLERK: Rosa Cota

3: 37

DEPUTY

Prosecuting attorney: Calvin Campbell
Defense attorney: Joseph James
Court Interpreter:

Parties present in the courtroom are
Prosecuting attorney Calvin Campbell in behalf of the State
Defense attorney Joe James
Lunde Eugene Justice defendant currently in custody in Gooding County
9:26:30 Court calls case at time noted
9:26:33 defense attorney Joe James informs the court that this is a continue matter
9:26:53 defense attorney Joe James addresses the court and states that he will be requesting a continuous
on this matter on behalf of his client, The State has filed a Amended Complaint on this case, his client has a
present parole violation that his taking care of, his client has been informed about his rights to have this
matter heard with in 14 days
9:27:40 Court addresses the defendant and asks him that his attorney has informed the court to have this
matter continued and the rights he has to have this hearing heard within 14 days and we might go past the
14 days, court asks defendant if that's okay with him.
Defendant responds yes

Court grants the continuous and re sets this matter for Thursday December 17th @ 8:30 am

9:27:52 End of Minutes

/<;!:

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
MAGISTRATE DIVISION

CASE# CR-2009- 3167
JUDGE: Casey Robinson presiding

DA TE: 12/17/09
CLERK: Rosa Cota

GBOOIHG COUNTY CLERK

Mag09/25
Preliminary Minutes

State of Idaho

Prosecuting attorney: Calvin Campbell

Lunde Eugene Justice

Defense attorney: Phil Brown
Court Interpreter:

vs

2009 DEC 17 AM II: lt3

Parties present in the courtroom are
Prosecuting attorney Calvin Campbell in behalf of the State
Defense attorney Phil Brown
Lunde Eugene Justice, defendant,
9:13:32 Court addresses case# CR-2009-2667
9:13:35 Court addresses the defendant Lunde Justice and asks if he is also waiving his preliminary hearing
on this matter as well
9:13:36 defendant responds yes
9: 13:40 Court accepts defendants waiver, binds him over to District Court on Count #1 Felony Grand Theft
and a Persistent Violator charge.
9:14:14 Court informs the defendant to stay in contact with his attorney
Arraignment for Tuesday January 12, 201 O@ 9:00 am

9:14:22 End of Minutes
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/Deputy Clerk
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II\! THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE Fl~~~§9"BICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN A/\J~y~C>R THE~hY OF GOODII\JG
MAGISTRATE DIVISION

STATE OF JDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
Lunde Eugene Justice

Defendant.

~i

Case No. CR-2009-2667
ORDER HOLO:/\JG DEFE/\JDAf\JT TO
ANSWER TO DISTRICT COURT

Defendant havtng ·freely, knowingjy .and voluntarily waived a .preliminary
hearing and said waiver is under·the advice .of Legal counsel; I order that
defendant
O\v'

bf

held to ans,wer to the charge(s) of

A Pvs, ~ r_j-- ,;; p ),...k

ctr- £,,-,,..& TP,,1)..

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - in the District Court.
[ ]

From the evidence pr~sented, I find that the public offense(s) of

has/have been committed and there is probable or sufficient cause to
believe the defendant is guilty thereof. I order that defendant be held to
answer to the charge(s) in the District Court.

at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

[ ]

Bail is set

[ J

Defendant is r-eleased on his/her own recognizance.

Dated

~)i..,C /]

Calvin H. Campbell
Gooding County Prosecuting Attorney
I.S.B. No. 4579
Post Office Box 86
Gooding, Idaho 83330
Telephone (208) 934-4493

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE

JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

COUNTY OF GOODING

)
)
)

No. CR-2009-2667

)
V.

)

LUNDE EUGENE JUSTICE,
Defendant.

INFORMATION PART I

)
)
)
)

Calvin H. Campbell, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Gooding, State ofidaho,
who in the name and by the authority of said State prosecutes in its behalf, comes now into District
Court of the County of Gooding, and states that LUNDE EUGENE JUSTICE is accused by this
Information of the crime GR.AND THEFT, A FELONY, said crime being committed as follows:

INFORMATION PART I
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COUNT!
GRAND THEFT
Idaho Code§§ 18-2403(1) 18-2407(1)(b)(l)
A FELONY
That the defendant, Lunde Eugene Justice, on or about the 8th day of October, 2009, in
the County of Gooding, State of Idaho, did wrongfully take, obtain and/or withhold certain
property of another, to-wit: a 1999 Dodge 2500 Cummins pickup truck, in an amount in excess
of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) from the owner, Jack Packer, with the intent to deprive
another of property and/or appropriate to himself or to a third person, certain property of another,
in violation ofldaho Code§§ 18-2403(1) 18-2407(l)(b)(l).

All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statue in such case and against
the peace and dignity of the State ofidaho.
Dated this 17th day of December, 2009

INFORMATION PART I
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 17th day of December, 2009, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing Infonnation by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Joseph James
Attorney at Law
130 4th Avenue West
Gooding, Idaho 83330
U.S. Mail
x
Hand Delivered
- Overnight
Mail
--_ _Telecopy (FAX)
---

INFORMATION PART I

/CJ

Calvin H. Campbell
Gooding County Prosecuting Attorney
I.S.B. No. 4579
Post Office Box 86
Gooding, Idaho 83330
Telephone (208) 934-4493

ORIGINAL
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BY:·---~~~0£PUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
V.

LUNDE EUGENE JUSTICE,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-2009-2667
INFORMATION
PART II

PERSISTENT VIOLATOR
Idaho Code §19-2514
A FELONY

That the Defendant,, was previously convicted of the following felonies:

I
BURGLARY
On or about the 11th day of August, 2005, the defendant was convicted (by entry of
Judgment after a plea of guilty) of the felony of Burglary, in the County of Cassia, State of Idaho,
in case number CR-2005-1811.

INFORMATION PART II
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II
ESCAPE, GRAND THEFT, ASSACLT OR BATTERY CPON CERTAIN PERSO~~EL
On or about the 11th day of August, 2005, the defendant was convicted (by entry of
Judgment after a plea of guilty) of the felonies of Escape, Grand Theft and Assault or Battery
Upon Certain Personnel, in the County of Cassia, State ofldaho, in case number CR-2005-3291

All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statue in such case and against
the peace and dignity of the State ofldaho.
Dated this 17th day of December, 2009

Calvi

INFORMATION PART II
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 17th day of December, 2009, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing Information Part II by the method indicated below, and addressed to
the following:
Joseph James
Attorney at Law
130 4th Avenue West
Gooding, Idaho 83330

- - -U.S. Mail

Hand Delivered
_ _ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ _ Telecopy (FAX)

INFORMATION PART II

IN THE 0/STHICTCOURTOF THE RflH JUDICIAL 0/STH!CTOF THE STATEOFIOAHa
INANO FOH THE COUNTYOFGOODING
Criminal Minute Entry- Arraignment
CH-2009-0003/GG and2009-3/GG
State of/daho vs. Lunde Eugene Justice

Hearing dale: 1/12/20/0
Judge: John Butler
Court reporter: Candace Childers

Time: I0:2B am/DC 09-12
Courtroom: Courtroom I
/,finutes Clerk: CYNTHIA

Defense Attorney: Philip Brown
Court calls case at time noted above. Defendant present - incarcerated

Prosecutor: Calvin Campbell .

I0:32 Defendant and Counsel have received a copy af the Informations filed by the State and have reviewed the charges
contained therein. Aformal reading af the information is waived by the defendant at this time.
The Court reviews the rights, charges and plea options available.
The Defendant enters a plea af not guilty ta all charges.
Preliminary Hearing Transcript is/is not requested by the defendant.
Rule 12b motions are stayed pending filing af the transcript
The Court schedules the fallowing:

Jury Trial -S:00 a.m. in Goading County an: Mar 17
Pre trial conference S:OD a.m. an Tuesday: Mar S
Additional status conference scheduled far S:DD a.m. Tuesday Jan 28, 2DIO
End Minute Entry.

thia R. Eagle-Ervin
eputy Clerk
Endl0:33

District Court Minute Entry

1

IN THE DISTRICTCOURTOf THE FIFTH JUOIC/JJL DISTRICTOF THE STATE OFIOAHO,
IN ANO FOR THE COUNTYOfGOODING

Criminal Minute Entry
CR-2009-0003188 and CR 2009-2887
State ofIdaho vs. Lunde Eugene Justice
Hearing type: Status
Time: 9:37am
Judge: John Butler
Court reporter: Linda Ledbetter

Hearing date: l/28/2010
Tape DC 10-01
Courtroom: Courtroom I
Ninutes Clerk: C.R. Eagle-Ervin

Defense Attorney: Philip Brown
Court calls case at time noted above.

Prosecutor: Calvin Campbell

Matter remains on the trial calendar.

End 9:38

District Court Minute Entry

1

IN THE DISTRICTCOURTOf THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTOf THE STATE Of!OAHU,
IN ANO FOR THE COUNTY OfGODDING
Criminal Minute Entry
CR-2009-0002667 and CR 2009-3166
State of Idaho vs. Lunde Eugene Justice
Judge: John Butler
Court reporter: Candace Childers
Hearing type: Pretrial Conference
Start Time: 9:55 am
Defense Attorney: Philip Brown

Courtroom: Courtroom 1
Minutes Clerk: CYNTHIA
Hearing date: 3/9/2010
Tape Number: DC 10-03
Prosecutor: Calvin Campbell

Court calls case at time noted above.
The defendant is present personally (Incarcerated)
Counsel for the defense indicates to the Court that his client will change his plea to gu ilty pursuant to certain plea
negotiations with the State. For the record. those negotiations are as follows: State to dismiss certain counts agreement to ID years fixed to run concurrent. The State will withdrawthe persistent violator.
CR 2009-2667 - pleading to count 1grand theft
CR 2009-3166 - pleading to 1.2.3.7. State to dismiss Counts 4.5.6 with restitution requested on all counts whether
dismissed or not.
9:58 The Clerk administers an oath to the defendant for further inquiry by the Court:
The Court advises the defendant of the nature of the charges against him: the minimum and maximum penalties
and other possible consequences therefore; that the defendant is not required to make any statement;
presumption of innocence and that by entering a plea of guilty to the above identified charges. certain rights
would be waived. Discussion of c11ncurrent vs consecutive sentencing.
I0:08 The Court reviews the terms of the plea agreement with the defendant.
The Court inquires of whether any promises have been made to the defendant and advises the defendant that the
Court is not bound to any promise or recommendation made by either counsel as to the punishment. Further as
to the defendant's satisfaction with counsel and specifically to counsel the nature and extent of discovery
conducted in this matter. Further advises the defendant of his rights under Estrada.
ID:13 The Defendant pleads guilty to the charges pursuant to the plea agreement recited above.
10:15 The Court. upon further inquiry. accepts the guilty plea as knowingly. voluntary and upon advice of counsel.
APre-sentence investigation is ordered in this matter. Department of corrections personnel is present in the
courtroom. Mental Health evaluation 18-2524 is ordered by the Court at this time.

District Court Minute Entry

Simte11cing scheduled in this case at 8:00 a.m. in Gooding County on Tuesday: April 27. 201D
Defendant asking he remain housed in Gooding County until Gompletion of PSI and Mental Health evaluation.

End Minute Entry.

Attest:~~
Cynt~
EndTape: IIJ:!7

District Court Minute Entry
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
Criminal Minute Entry- Sentencing

CR-2009-0003166 and CR 2009-00002667
State of Idaho vs. Lunde Eugene Justice
Hearing type: Sentencing
Hearing date: 4/27/201D
Time: S:00 am
Judge: Jahn Butler
Courtroom: Courtroom I
Court reporter: Candace Childers
Minutes Clerk: CYNTHIA
Tape Number: DC llJ-04
Defense Attorney: Philip Brawn
Prosecutor: Calvin Campbell
Court calls case at time noted above.
The Defendant is also present personally (Incarcerated)
The Court reviews the file far the record. Pursuant ta I.C. IS-2510. the defendant was previously informed by the
Court as to the nature of the information that was filed in this matter and the maximum penalties as ta each
count. Further, pursuant ta I.C.19-2510 there is no legal cause claimed why judgment should not be pronounced in
this matter.
The parties have received the previously ordered PSI in this matter and any ordered evaluations. Mr. Brawn
indicates his client has stated he doesn't care to review the PSI. The Defendant again advises the Court he
doesn't care to review the PSI prior to imposition of sentencing. The Court inquires of either party as to any
corrections or additions to either document at this time. Corrections/challenges are noted as follows: None.
S:02 The State makes a sentencing recommendation on behalf of the State: Restitution - 3166 $1345.IJO for
checks and bank fees: restitution on grand theft - no value on restitution asks for additional 30 days for
submission in proposed order of restitution in 2667 case. Victim is in the courtroom doesn't wish to address
the Court Currently serving prison sentence as a result of his parole revocation - extensive criminal/juvenile
history. continued lack of remorse. IO yr fixed to run concurrently and concurrently with existing term he is
currently serving.
8:05 Defense counsel makes a sentencing recommendation: They are aware this Court can't impose anything but
jail time.

District Court Minute Entry -

1

The Defendant waives further comment to the Court:
8:05:30 The Court comments. having reviewed the contents of the file. considered the objectives of sente11cing.
the nature of the offense. the character of the defendant. apparently no desire to rehabilitate. anti-social
personality. clear racial bias. the reasonableness of the sentence. discusses the sentencing options and imposes
sentence as follows:
SENTENCE IMPOSED: CR 2008-2667
Grand Theft
Statutory court costs:
Fine of$ -D-_
Restitution: (open 30 days)
Uniform Sentence of 14_ years. consisting of a mandatory minimum period of incarceration with the State
Board of Corrections for 14_ years. with an indeterminate period of_ 0_ years.
Defendant is ta receive _174_ days credit far time previously served.
SENTENCE IMPOSED: CR 2008-3166
Count I Forgery
Statutory court costs;
Fine of $_-0Restitution:
Uniform Sentence of 14_ years, consisting of a mandatory minimum period of incarceration with the State
Board of Corrections for 14_ years. with an indeterminate period of_ O_ years.
Count I shall run consecutive to CR 201]8-2667
SENTENCE IMPOSED: Count 2
Statutory court costs:
Fine of $_-IJRestitution:
Uniform Sentence of _ID_ years. consisting of a mandatory minimum period of incarceration with the State
Board of Corrections for - O- years. with an indeterminate period of - ID - years.
Consecutive to Count Ias well as CR 2008-2667
SENTENCE IMPOSED: Count 3
Statutory court costs;
Fine of $_ _ -0Restitution:
Uniform Sentence of m_ years. consisting of a mandatory minimum period of incarceration with the State
Board of Corrections for O- years. with an indeterminate period of ID - - years.
Consecutive to Counts I H2 and L'.667

District Court Minute Entry -

2

SENTENCE IMPOSED: Caunt 7 Fargery
Statutory court costs;
Fine of $_ _ 0_ _
Restitution: $1345.
Uniform Sentence af ID_ years. consisting of a mandatory minimum period of incarceration with the State
Board of Corrections for_ D_years.with an indeterminate period of _ID_ years.
Consecutive
Credit on all counts

Parties are instructed to return all outstanding copies of the PSI or APSI and/ or evaluations to the l:lerk to be
destroyed or sealed within the file.
The Court reviews the Judgment of Conviction in open Court with the IJefendant. The l:lerk will file the judgment
pursuant to the Rule when signed by the _Court; copies will be made and given to the defendant and counsel of
record.
The Defendant is advised of his right to appeal the judgment of the Court within forty two (42) days from today.
The Department of Corrections has 14 days in which to pick up the defendant and take into custody from the
County Sheriff. The Defendant is remanded to the Sheriff for delivery to the Department of Corrections and/ or to
serve caunty jail.
End Minute Entry.

___

Attest:_........_.......,...,,__
Cynthi . agle-Ervin
Deputy Clerk
End Tape: 9:13

District Court Minute Entry -
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FILE
Clerk of the Dist ·
Gooding County; Idaho

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

State of Idaho,

)
)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)

vs.
Lunde Justice
xxx-xx-0244

Case No. CR-2009-2667

)
)

- - - - - - - -Defendant.
------

)
)

JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION UPON A PLEA OF GUILTY TO ONE FELO:NY COUNT

I. INTRODUCTION

1.

The date of sentencing was April 27, 2010, (hereinafter called sentencing date).

2.

The State of Idaho was represented by counsel, Calvin Campbell, of the Gooding County
Prosecutor's office.

3.

The defendant Lunde E. Justice, appeared personally. LC.§ 19-2503.

4.

The defendant was represented by counsel, Philip Brown.

5.

John K. Butler, District Judge, presiding.

JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION

II. ARRAIGNMENT FOR SENTENCING. I.C. § 19-2510
1.

The defendant Lunde E. Justice was informed by the Court at the time of the sentencing of
the nature of the defendant's plea, which in this case was:

Crime of: Grand Theft, a felony
Idaho Code: I.C. §§ 18-2403, 18-2407
lVIaximum Punishment: Imprisonment in the state penitentiary for 14 years and/or a fine of
$50,000
Minimum Punishment: Imprisonment in the state penitentiary for 1 year.
Idaho Code: I.C. § 18-2408
Guilty by Plea -- date of: March 9, 2010

2.

The defendant was then asked by the Court whether the defendant had any legal cause to
show why judgment should not be pronounced against the defendant, to which the
defendant responded "no."

III. PLEA OF GUILTY PREVIOUSLY ENTERED Al~ ACCEPTED
1.

The defendant, Lunde E. Justice, previously pled guilty on the date of March 9, 2010,
(hereinafter called "the entry of plea"), to the crime set forth in section II immediately
above.

2.

At the entry of plea, pursuant to I.C.R. 5 and 11, the defendant was advised by the Court of
the following:
(a)

The nature of the charge against the defendant, the mm1mum and maxunum
punishments, and other direct consequences which may apply;

(b)

That the defendant was not required to make any statement and that any statement
made by the defendant may be used against the defendant in a court of law;

(c)

That the defendant was presumed to be innocent;

(d)

That by entering a plea of guilty to the above identified charge, the defendant would:
(i)

\V aive the right to a trial by jury;

(ii)

Waive the right to require the State to prove each material element of the
crime charged beyond a reasonable doubt;

(iii)

\Vaive the right to free Court appointed counsel to represent the defendant
through a jury trial if the defendant was indigent;

(iv)

Waive the right to a speedy trial;

JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION
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(v)

Waive the right to challenge the evidence presented by the State, and
specifically the right to confront and cross examine the witnesses who
testified against the defendant; .

(vi)

Waive the right to present evidence on the defendant's own behalf,
specifically including the right to subpoena witnesses at the County's
expense;

(vii)

Waive the right against compulsory self-incrimination;

(viii)

Waive any and all possible defenses to the charge brought against the
defendant, both factual and legal;

(ix)

Lose the right to appeal except as to the sentence imposed.

3.

The Court inquired of whether any promises had been made to the defendant or whether the
plea was a result of any plea oargaining agreement, and if so, the nature of the agreement;
and that the defendant was informed that the Court was not bound by any promises or
recommendations from either party as to punishment; and

4.

The defendant \vas advised, in accordance with I.C.R. 11 (d)(2), that if the Court did not
accept the sentencing recommendation or request, the defendant nevertheless had no right to
withdraw the defendant's guilty plea on that basis.

5.

The defendant stated and acknowledged that the plea was knowingly and voluntarily given;
and that the plea was given of the defendant's own free will and volition.

6.

That there was a factual basis to support the said plea;

7.

Whereupon the defendant entered a plea of guilty to said charge.

8.

The Court also found that the plea was entered upon the advice and consent of the
defendant's counsel.

9.

Whereupon the Court accepted the plea of guilty and found and adjudged the defendant
Lunde E. Justice guilty of the crime identified and set forth in section II "Arraignment for
Sentencing" above.

IV. SENTENCING DATE PROCEEDINGS
On April 27, 2010, the sentencing date, and after the arraignment for sentencing as set forth
in section II "Arraignment for Sentencing" above, the Court proceeded as follows:
1.

Determined that more than iwo (2) days had elapsed from the plea to the date of sentencing.
I.C. § 19-2501 and I.C.R. 33(a)(l).

JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION
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2.

Discussed the presentence report and relevant matters with the parties pursuant to LC. § 20220 and LC.R. 32.

3.

Determined victim's rights and restitution issues pursuant to LC. § 19-5301 and Article 1, §
22 of the Idaho Constitution.

4.

Offered an aggravation and/or mitigation hearing to both parties, including the right to
present evidence pursuant to LC.R. 33(a)(l).

5.

Heard comments and sentencing recommendations of both counsel and asked the defendant
personally if the defendant wished to make a statement and/or to present any information in
mitigation of punishment. LC.R. 33(a)(l).

6.

The Court made its comments pursuant to LC. § 19- 2512, and discussed one or more of the
criteria set forth in LC. § 19-2521.

V. THESENTENCE
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED, as follows:
Crime of Grand Theft, a felony.

l.

Court costs: The defendant shall pay total court costs in this case.

2.

Fine: The defendant is fined the sum of $0.00, and the defendant shall pay all costs, fees
and fines ordered by this Court. This judgment that the defendant pay a fine and costs shall
constih1te a lien in like manner as a judgment for money in a civil action. LC. § 19-2518,
LC. § 19-2702.

3.

Penitentiarv: The defendant, Lunde E. Justice, shall be committed to the custody of the
13) of 14
Idaho State Board of Correction, Boise, Idaho for a unified sentence (I.C. §
years; which unified sentence is comprised of a minimum (fixed) period of confinement of
14 years, followed by an indeterminate period of custody of Oyears, with the precise time of
the indetenninate portion to be set by said Board according to law, with the total sentence
not to exceed 14 years.

4.

Credit for time served: The defendant is given credit for time previously served on this
crime in the amount ofl 74 days. LC.§ 18-309.
The credit for time served is calculated as follows: l 1/5/2009-4/27/10

VI. ORDER REGARDING RESTITUTION
Restitution: The Court detennines that this is or maybe an appropriate case for restitution, and at
the State's request, restitution shall be held open for 30 days.
JUDGMENT OF CO:'.'\VICTIO::,.J
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VII. RIGHT TO APPEAL/LEAVE TO APPEAL INFORMA PAUPERIS
The Right: The Court advised the defendant, Lunde E. Justice, of the Defendant's right to
appeal this judgment within forty two (42) days of the date it is file stamped by the clerk of the
court. I.AR. 14 (a).
In forma Pauperis: The Court further advised the defendant of the right of a person who is unable
to pay the costs of an appeal to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis, meaning the right as an
indigent to proceed without liability for court costs and fees and the right to be represented by a
court appointed attorney at no cost to the defendant. I.C.R. 33(a)(3). LC. § 19-852(a)(l) and (b)(2).
VIII. ENTRY OF JUDGMENT - RECORD BY CLERK

The Court orders the Judgment and record be entered upon the minutes and that the record
be assembled, prepared and filed by the Clerk of the Court in accordance with I.C. § 19-2519.
IX. BOND/BAIL

The conditions of bail having never been met in this case, there rs no bail to be
exonerated. I.C.R. 46(g).
X. ORDER ON PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION REPORTS

The parties are hereby ordered to return their respective copies of the presentence
investigative reports to the deputy clerk of the court. Use of said report shall thereafter be governed
by I.C.R. 32(h)(l),(2), and(3).
XI. ORDER OF COMMITIVIENT

It is ADJUDGED and ORDERED that the defendant be committed to the custody of the
Sheriff of Gooding County, Idaho, for delivery forthwith to the Director of the Idaho State Board of
Correction at the Idaho State Penitentiary, or other facility within the State designated by the State
Board of Correction. LC. § 20-237.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION
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I.C.R. 49 (b)
~OTICE OF ORDER

I, Cindy Eagle-Ervin, Deputy Clerk for the County of Gooding do hereby certify that on
theefl day of ~
, 2010, I have filed the original and caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing document: JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION UPON A
PLEA OF GUILTY TO ONE FELONY COUNT to each of the persons as listed below:

Prosecuting Attorney: Calvin Campbell

Defense Counsel: Philip Brown

Defendant: Lunde E. Justice

~rnn,
Deputy Clerk

JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION
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PHILIP A. BRO\VN
BROWN, JAMES & SWENSON
130 Fourth Avenue West
Gooding, Idaho 83330
Telephone (208) 934-8185
Facsimile (208) 934-4101
Idaho State Bar No. 3844
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Attorneys for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff/Respondent,
vs.
LlTNDE EUGENE JUSTICE,
Defendant/Appellant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
COUNTY OF GOODING

Case No. CR2009-2667
NOTICE OF APPEAL

TO:
THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, ITS ATTORJ'\JEYS, AND
THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT.
1.

The above-named Appellant, Lunde~-,-.-.. - Justice, appeals against the above-named

Respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment of Conviction Upon a Plea of Guilty to
One Felony Count, entered in the above-entitled action on the

day of April, 2010, the Honorable

John K. Butler, District Judge presiding.
2.

That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments

or orders described in paragraph one (1) above are appealable orders under and pursuant to I.AR.
l l(c)(6), or 1 l(c)(9).
3.

The following is a statement of the issues on appeal which the Appellant intends to

NOTICE OF APPEAL
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assert in the appeal; provided this preliminary list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the Appellant
from asserting other issues:
(a)
4.

Whether the Court imposed an excessive sentence?

A portion of the record is sealed. That portion of the record that is sealed is the Pre-

Sentence Investigative Reports.
5.

A reporter's transcript is requested and the Appellant hereby requests the preparation

of the entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in LA.R. 25(c) supplemented by the following:

6.

(a)

Arraignment held on January 12, 2010 at 9:00 a.m. before Judge John K.
Butler, Candace Childers, Court Reporter (no estimation of pages is listed on
the Register of Actions);

(b)

Status hearing held on January 26, 2010 at 9:00 a.m. before Judge John K.
Butler, Linda Ledbetter, Court Reporter (no estimation of pages is listed on
the Register of Actions);

(c)

Pretrial conference hearing held on March 9, 2010 at 9:00 a.m before Judge
John K. Butler, Candace Childers, Court Reporter (no estimation of pages is
listed on the Register of Actions);

(d)

Sentencing hearing held on April 27, 2010 at 9 :00 a.m before Judge John
Butler, Candace Childers, Court Reporter (no estimation of pages is listed on
the Register of Actions);

The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record

in addition to those automatically included under I.AR. 28.

7.

(a)

Reports of violations, or other documents or pleadings, containing probation
violation allegations.

(b)

Any exhibits offered at the Sentencing, Admit/Deny, Evidentiary, and
Disposition hearings.

I certify:
(a)

That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served upon each court reporter
of whom a transcript has been requested as set forth below:

NOTICE OF APPEAL
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1.

Candace Childers
W. Main
Jerome, ID 83338

11.

Linda Ledbetter, CSR, R.MR
570 Rim View Drive
Twin Falls, ID 83301

(b)

That the Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated
for preparation
of the record because he is I) indigent; and 2) has made application for
waiver of fees pursuant to I.AR. 27(e).

(c)

The Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated reporter's transcript fee
because he is 1) indigent; and 2) has made application for waiver of fees
pursuant to I.A.R. 24(g).

(d)

The Appellant is exempt from paying the appellate
I.A.R. 23(a)(8).

(e)

That service has been made upon all parties required to
served pursuant
to I.AR. 20, and the Attorney General of Idaho pursuant to Section 671401 (1) of the Idaho Code.

fee pursuant to

~ of May, 2010.

DATED this L

BROWN JAlvfES & SWENSON

Philip A Brown

NOTICE OF APPEAL
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

tl

I hereby certify that on the
day of May, 2010, I served a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document(s) on the person(s) listed below, in the manner indicated:
Lawrence Wasden
Attorney General, State of Idaho
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010

United States Mail, Postage Prepaid
Overnight Courier
Via Facsimile
Hand Delivered

Calvin Campbell
Gooding County Prosecutor
P.O. Box 86
Gooding, ID 83330

United States Mail, Postage Prepaid
Overnight Courier
Via Facsimile
Hand Delivered

Molly J. Huskey
State Appellate Public Defender
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0055

United States Mail, Postage Prepaid
Overnight Courier
Via Facsimile
Hand Delivered

Candace Childers
Jerome County Judicial Annex
233 W. Main
Jerome, ID 83338

United States Mail, Postage Prepaid
Overnight Courier
Via Facsimile
Hand Delivered

Linda Ledbetter, CSR, RMR
570 Rim View Drive
Twin Falls, ID 83301

United States Mail, Postage Prepaid
Overnight Courier
Via Facsimile
Hand Delivered
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CR 2009-03166

User: CYNT

Fifth Judicial District Court - Gooding County

ROA Report
Page 1 of 4

Case: CR-2009-0003166 Current Judge: John Butler
Defendant: Justice, Lunde Eugene

State of Idaho vs. Lunde Eugene Justice
Judge

Date

Code

User

12/2/2009

NORF

BECKY

Notification Of Rights Felony

Casey Robinson

PROS

BECKY

Prosecutor assigned Calvin H. Campbell

Casey Robinson

CRCO

BECKY

Criminal Complaint Part I

Casey Robinson

CRCO

BECKY

Criminal Complaint Part II

Casey Robinson

AFWT

BECKY

Affidavit In Support Of Complaint Or Warrant For Casey Robinson
Arrest

WARI

BECKY

Warrant Issued - Arrest Bond amount: 10000.00
Defendant: Justice, Lunde Eugene

Casey Robinson

XSEA

BECKY

Case Sealed

Casey Robinson

STAT

BECKY

STATUS CHANGED: Inactive

Casey Robinson

WART

BECKY

Warrant Returned Defendant: Justice, Lunde
Eugene

Casey Robinson

XUNS

BECKY

Case Un-Sealed

Casey Robinson

STAT

BECKY

STATUS CHANGED: Activate (previously
inactive)

Casey Robinson

HRSC

BECKY

Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 12/03/2009
01 :00 PM)

Casey Robinson

ARRN

ROSA

Hearing result for Arraignment held on
12/03/2009 01 :00 PM: Arraignment/ First
Appearance

Casey Robinson

CMIN

ROSA

Court Minutes

Casey Robinson

NCO

ROSA

No Contact Order with
samantha savage to exp by 6/3/2010

Casey Robinson

PDAP

ROSA

Public Defender Application

Casey Robinson

RGHT

ROSA

Statement Of Defendant's Rights Form

Casey Robinson

MISC

ROSA

Statement of Rights Immigration Status

Casey Robinson

ORPD

ROSA

Defendant: Justice, Lunde Eugene Order
Appointing Public Defender Public defender
Joseph F. James

Casey Robinson

HRSC

ROSA

Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 12/17/2009
08:30 AM)

Casey Robinson

ROSA

Notice Of Hearing

Casey Robinson

RESP

NICOLA

State's Response To Discovery

Casey Robinson

REQD

NICOLA

Request For Discovery and Request for Notice of Casey Robinson
Alibi

REQD

ROSA

Request For Discovery/defense

Casey Robinson

CMIN

ROSA

Court Minutes

Casey Robinson

OADC

ROSA

Order Holding Defendant To Answer To District
Court

PHWV

ROSA

Hearing result for Preliminary held on 12/17/2009 Casey Robinson
08:30 AM: Preliminary Hearing Waived (bound
Over)

12/3/2009

12/7/2009

12/17/2009

Mag09/24

Mag09/25
9:11 :31--9:14:21

Casey Robinson

(+)

Date:

1/2010

Fifth Judicial District Court - Gooding County

Time:

47 AM
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User: CYNT

Case: CR-2009-0003166 Current Judge: John Butler
Defendant: Justice, Lunde Eugene

State of Idaho vs. Lunde Eugene Justice
Judge

Date

Code

User

12/17/2009

HRSC

ROSA

Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 01/12/2010
09:00 AM)

ORPD

ROSA

Defendant: Justice, Lunde Eugene Order
Barry Wood
Appointing Public Defender Public defender Philip
A. Brown

ROSA

Notice Of Hearing

Barry Wood

Barry Wood

INFO

CYNTHIA

Information Part I

Barry Wood

INFO

CYNTHIA

Information Part II

Barry Wood

12/22/2009

CHJG

CYNTHIA

Change Assigned Judge (batch process)

1/12/2010

CMIN

CYNTHIA

Court Minutes
Hearing type: Arraignment
Hearing date: 1/12/2010
Time: 10:28 am
Courtroom: Courtroom 1
Court reporter: Candace Childers
Minutes Clerk: CYNTHIA
Tape Number: DC 09-12
Defense Attorney: Philip Brown
Prosecutor: Calvin Campbell

John Butler

ARNO

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Arraignment held on
01/12/2010 09:00 AM: District Court
Arraignment

John Butler

APNG

CYNTHIA

Appear & Plead Not Guilty

John Butler

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Status 01/26/2010 09:00
AM)

John Butler

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
03/09/2010 09:00 AM)

John Butler

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 03/17/2010 09:00 John Butler
AM)

1/13/2010

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Hearing

John Butler

CMIN

CYNTHIA

Court Minutes
Hearing type: Status
Hearing date: 1/26/2010
Time: 9:37 am
Courtroom: Courtroom 1
Court reporter: Linda Ledbetter
Minutes Clerk: C.R. Eagle-Ervin
Tape Number: DC 10-01
Defense Attorney: Philip Brown
Prosecutor: Calvin Campbell

John Butler

HRHD

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Status held on 01/26/2010
09:00 AM: Hearing Held

John Butler

2/18/2010

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order to Transport

John Butler

3/9/2010

CPGT

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on
03/09/2010 09:00 AM: Change Plea To Guilty
Before H/t

John Butler

1/26/2010

(g)
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7 AM
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Case: CR-2009-0003166 Current Judge: John Butler
Defendant: Justice, Lunde Eugene

State of Idaho vs. Lunde Eugene Justice
Date

Code

User

3/9/2010

CMIN

CYNTHIA

Court Minutes Hearing type: Pretrial Conference
Hearing date: 3/9/2010 Time: 09:52 AM Court
reporter: Candace Childers Audio tape number:
DC 10-03

John Butler

GLTY

CYNTHIA

Guilty Plea Or Admission Of Guilt GT (118-3601
Forgery) Counts 1, 2, 3 & 7

John Butler

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 04/27/2010
09:00 AM)

John Butler

3/10/2010

CYNTHIA

Judge

Notice Of Hearing

John Butler

CMIN

CYNTHIA

Court Minutes
Hearing type: Interim Hearing
Hearing date: 3/15/2010
Time: 3:40 pm
Courtroom: Courtroom 1
Court reporter: Candace Childers
Minutes Clerk: CYNTHIA
Tape Number: De 10-03
Defense Attorney: Philip Brown
Prosecutor: Calvin Campbell

John Butler

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order to Transport

John Butler

4/20/2010

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order to Transport

John Butler

4/27/2010

CMIN

CYNTHIA

Court Minutes
Hearing type: Sentencing
Hearing date: 4/27/2010
Time: 9:00 am
Courtroom: Courtroom 1
Court reporter: Candace Childers
Minutes Clerk: CYNTHIA
Tape Number: DC 10-04
Defense Attorney: Philip Brown
Prosecutor: Calvin Campbell

John Butler

S/\IIC

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Sentencing held on 04/27/2010 John Butler
09:00 AM: Sentenced To Incarceration

JCOC

CYNTHIA

Judgment Of Conviction & Order Of Commitment John Butler

SNIC

CYNTHIA

Sentenced To Incarceration (118-3601 Forgery)
John Butler
Confinement terms: Penitentiary determinate: 14
years. Penitentiary indeterminate: 0 years.

SNIC

CYNTHIA

Sentenced To Incarceration (118-3601 Forgery)
Confinement terms: Penitentiary determinate: 0
years. Penitentiary indeterminate: 10 years.

John Butler

SNIC

CYNTHIA

Sentenced To Incarceration (118-3601 Forgery)
Confinement terms: Penitentiary determinate: 0
years. Penitentiary indeterminate: 10 years.

John Butler

SNIC

CYNTHIA

Sentenced To Incarceration (118-3601 Forgery)
Confinement terms: Credited time: 174 days.
Penitentiary determinate: 0 years. Penitentiary
indeterminate: 10 years.

John Butler

STAT

CYNTHIA

STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action John Butler

JDMT

CYNTHIA

Amended Judgment

3/15/2010

4/29/2010

John Butler

(It)

Date:

1/2010

Fifth Judicial District Court - Gooding County

Time:

.47 AM
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User: CYNT

Case: CR-2009-0003166 Current Judge: John Butler
Defendant: Justice, Lunde Eugene

State of Idaho vs. Lunde Eugene Justice
Judge

Date

Code

User

5/10/2010

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order of Restitution

John Butler

5/11/2010

CMIN

CYNTHIA

Court Minutes
Hearing type: Status re Restitution
Hearing date: 5/11/2010
Time: 10:23 am
Courtroom:
Court reporter: Candace Childers
Minutes Clerk: CYNTHIA
Tape Number: De 10-05
Defense Attorney: Philip Brown
Prosecutor: Calvin Campbell

John Butler

5/14/2010

APSC

CYNTHIA

Appealed To The Supreme Court

John Butler

NOTC

CYNTHIA

Notice of Appeal

John Butler

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion for Waiver of fees on Appeal

John Butler

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion to Appoint SAPD on Appeal

John Butler

STAT

CYNTHIA

STATUS CHANGED

John Butler

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order Granting Waiver of Fees

John Butler

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order Apptg SAPD

John Butler

5/21/2010

-
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Calvin H. Campbell
Gooding County Prosecuting Attorney
I.S.B. No. 4579
Post Office Box 86
Gooding, Idaho 83330
Telephone (208) 934-4493
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
V.

)
)
)

Case No.: CR-2009- vlY.'>

'5 /l,(.p

)

--

)
)

LUNDE EUGENE JUSTICE,
SSN/OLN

Defendant.

COMPLAINT PART I

)
)
)

/)p,J~V-

PERSONALLY APPEARED before me this ~day o f ~ , 2009, in the County of
Gooding, State ofldaho, Calvin H, Campbell, Gooding County Prosecuting Attorney, who complains and
says: that LUNDE EUGENE JUSTICE on or about or between the 28th day of September 2009, and the
6th day of October, 2009, in the County of Gooding, State ofidaho, then and there being, did then and
there commit the crimes of FORGERY, (7 Counts), FELONIES, said crimes being committed as follows,
to-wit:

-1-

COUNTI
FORGERY
Idaho Code Section 18-3601
A FELONY

That the Defendant, Lunde Eugene Justice, on or about the 28th day of September, 2009, in
the County of Gooding, State ofidaho, did falsely, with the intent to defraud another, make and/or
make and publish, and/or utter and pass, and/or pass, as true and genuine, a certain written instrument,
to-wit: check# 102 on the account of Samantha Savage, payable to Cooks Food Town in the amount
of $200.00, well knowing at the time of the making and/or making and publishing, and/or uttering
and passing, and/or passing of the said instrument that it was false, altered, and/or forged as to the
payee on the face of the check, in violation ofidaho Code Section 18-3601.

COUNT II
FORGERY
Idaho Code Section 18-3601
A FELONY

That the Defendant, Lunde Eugene Justice, on or about the 28th day of September, 2009, in
the County of Gooding, State ofidaho, did falsely, with the intent to defraud another, make and/or
make and publish, and/or utter and pass, and/or pass, as true and genuine, a certain written instrument,
to-wit: check# 103 on the account of Samantha Savage, payable to Cooks Food Town in the amount
of $200.00, well knowing at the time of the making and/or making and publishing, and/or uttering
and passing, and/or passing of the said instrument that it was false, altered, and/or forged as to the
payee on the face of the check, in violation ofidaho Code Section 18-360 L

COUNT III
FORGERY
Idaho Code Section 18-3601
A FELONY

That the Defendant, Lunde Eugene Justice, on or about the 1st day of October, 2009, in the
County of Gooding, State ofidaho, did falsely, with the intent to defraud another, make and/or make
and publish, and/or utter and pass, and/or pass, as true and genuine, a certain written instrument, towit: check# 104 on the account of Samantha Savage, payable to Cooks Food Town in the amount of
$300.00, well knowing at the time of the making and/or making and publishing, and/or uttering and
passing, and/or passing of the said instrument that it was false, altered, and/or forged as to the
signature on the face of the check, in violation ofidaho Code Section 18-3601.

-2-
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COUNT IV
FORGERY
Idaho Code Section 18-3601
A FELONY

That the Defendant, Lunde Eugene Justice, on or about the 4th day of October, 2009, in the
County of Gooding, State ofldaho, did falsely, with the intent to defraud another, make and/or make
and publish, and/or utter and pass, and/or pass, as true and genuine, a certain written instrument, towit: check# 123 on the account of Samantha Savage, payable to Steve's Quick Service in the amount
of $150.00, well knowing at the time of the making and/or making and publishing, and/or uttering
and passing, and/or passing of the said instrument that it was false, altered, and/or forged as to the
signature on the face of the check, in violation of Idaho Code Section 18-360 l.

COUNTV
FORGERY
Idaho Code Section 18-3601
A FELONY

That the Defendant, Lunde Eugene Justice, on or about the 4th day of October, 2009, in the
County of Gooding, State of Idaho, did falsely, with the intent to defraud another, make and/or make
and publish, and/or utter and pass, and/or pass, as true and genuine, a certain written instrument, towit: check# 124 on the account of Samantha Savage, payable to Steve's Quick Service in the amount
of $150.00, well knowing at the time of the making and/or making and publishing, and/or uttering
and passing, and/or passing of the said instrument that it was false, altered, and/or forged as to the
signature on the face of the check, in violation ofldaho Code Section 18-3601.

COUNT VI
FORGERY
Idaho Code Section 18-3601
A FELONY

That the Defendant, Lunde Eugene Justice, on or about the 4th day of October, 2009, in the
County of Gooding, State of Idaho, did falsely, with the intent to defraud another, make and/or make
and publish, and/or utter and pass, and/or pass, as true and genuine, a certain written instrument, towit: check# 125 on the account of Samantha Savage, payable to Steve's Quick Service in the amount
of $150.00, well knowing at the time of the making and/or making and publishing, and/or uttering
and passing, and/or passing of the said instrument that it was false, altered, and/or forged as to the
signature on the face of the check, in violation ofidaho Code Section 18-3601.

COUNT VII
FORGERY
Idaho Code Section 18-3601
A FELONY

That the Defendant, Lunde Eugene Justice, on or about the 7th of October, 2009, in the
County of Gooding, State of Idaho, did falsely, with the intent to defraud another, make and/or make
and publish, and/or utter and pass, and/or pass, as true and genuine, a certain written instrument, towit: check # 149 on the account of Samantha Savage, payable to Valley Coop in the amount of
$100.00, well knowing at the time of the making and/or making and publishing, and/or uttering and
passing, and/or passing of the said instrument that it was false, altered, and/or forged as to the
signature on the face of the check, in violation ofidaho Code Section 18-3601.

All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and
provided and against the peace and dignity of the State ofldaho.
Said complaint therefore prays that the Defendant be dealt with according to law.

Catallir-'

SUBSCRIBED before me this£ day of November, 20

t-----
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Calvin H. Campbell
Gooding County Prosecuting Attorney
l.S.B. No. 4579
Post Office Box 86
Gooding, Idaho 83330
Telephone (208) 934-4493

IN

DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
~

UJNDE

JUSTICE,

SSN/OLN
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.: CR-2009- t)OO j[l,{p

COMPLAINT PART II

)
)
)

PERSISTENT VIOLATOR
Idaho Code §19-2514
A FELONY

That the Defendant,, was previously convicted of the following felonies:

I
BURGLARY
On or about the 11th day of August, 2005, the defendant was convicted (by entry of Judgment
after a plea of guilty) of the felony of Burglary, in the County of Cassia, State ofldaho, in case
number CR-2005-1811.

-1-

II
ESCAPE, GRAND THEFT,ASSAULT OR BATTERY UPON CERTAIN PERSONNEL
On or about the 11th day of August, 2005, the defendant was convicted (by entry of Judgment
after a plea of guilty) of the felonies of Escape, Grand Theft and Assault or Battery Upon Certain
Personnel, in the County of Cassia, State ofidaho, in case number CR-2005-3291

All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and
provided and against the peace and dignity of the State ofidaho.
Said complaint therefore prays that the Defendant be dealt with according to law.

i\d
SUBSCRIBED before me this£ day of November,
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GOODING CITY POLICE DE~1J1Iil·1
RflfKIUUlit'ftlh_.

i ../ ~

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF COMPLAINT
OR WARRANT FOR ARRE~
iDiHf .
**************************************************************************
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
MAGISTRATE DIVISION.
1

STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff,

)
)

,

SS:

vs.
Lunde Eugene Justice

Defendant

Case Number (Court) (! K - 2001-

oac, 3 /&> ~

DOB:0LN[8'.] SSN O ****************************************************************************************
I, Jeffery Perry, of the Gooding City Police Department, being first duly sworn, state that I am the same
person whose name is subscribed to the attached criminal complaint/ citation. The attached affiants'
narrative and other supporting documents are a true and accurate account in support for this affidavit.

Charging Recommendation: I Count Grand Theft of a Financial Transaction Instrument LC. 18-2407(1); 7 counts of Forgery ofa
Financial Transaction Instrument I.C. 18-3606

..............,,,

The defendant was identified as: Lunde Eugene Justice
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By: Idaho drivers license, witnesses
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This crime occurred in my presence: (yes or no) no
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11-05.:., 0915: 08 FR9M'...Good ing City Police·,

208~934-8933

1
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00001NG ~YPOLICE DEPAR~• .
''NARRATIVE REPORT
·;.
CR# 2009 347 CHECK FRAUD .
'1
I

• '

' ;.,,

13 October 2009

.
'

''
½',

''

' ; On tbe abo~e date lwas given a·report packet that was faken\in'itially'· ·;,' (',
by Officer Rocca. The reporfwas oh .stolen checks that were cashed in.Jhc .
,,city,o{J309(;iing,~JVi~ll(as;,;nw;i;ie,.-o~S:,O~!JW,isdictipns. There,~~~:,~, j ,· ',:' ,, ' I ' .,,
' ',,: &tatement fi.:oll;1:s~~.:savage, the,ownerofthe checks, a few:~<lpi~:of,;,..
,:,

ch~ an<i; ~.report face,'s!J~et. (See 4ttached).
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~!co~ loJ:so {thiemanh, the ~p¢9t is 'a, Lunde Justj~,irqd)s th~;/
,,former boyfrlend'to Sava:ge:Lltnde.also is the suspect in a
oi.ty,rof /;:
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case.iq'fhe

)Vend~ll for a·stolen.Dodg,~· ltla:tbt:d pfokup,'. He is also wanted<io~ ,. ,,,
questioning foi a stol~ ~ trailer crut of Gooding County. I ' i
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J w~ ,iµfonned tl1att'111de ,had beCQ:,attested in Elko Nevada,' for the
> possession 'ofa stolen,vehicle. l'wa,s infoi;med by Officer Child of tij.eJ
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Goodi;ng City police Depittn;rent fljatLunde also had the check book \vith ' ·
. him
be.longs~
Savage. r asked cso Thiemann't<> Q~eE:a, · · :· ,
photo line ;tlp!,with Lundlin'.it. '
· MC!ireceiviQg the lineup lwentto. Vt)Hey <:;OOP which,.~ ,9~\tlf,the "' :},: .
merchants $ata check.liad·beem:written to and casheQ I spoke:~~·8¢te .· .·· ·~
EtcbaJ.:t, the·riiana&~~ ~e W~·.:wm.ble to'. pipk Lunde out of the ~~p ·011ttold:
me that he
wearing a cotwt,oy:,lilat ands~. Earlier this. dater Sa,vage · ·
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~d~n ~hed w~thout her authon~tioo·a.nd/~ !'

·p1cture·of ~ - Inr,tbe p1cture,:Lun~.ha9 O!i, a cowboy hat. ·, , '• r: ,., .: . ;:
' , '
I asked Pete if I could, look at: the ,store surveillance videQ. Wer dichmd ' .
Pete was able to. pull the ittutges ri;tf ofthe history. There is a cle~ :frnage.,of: ., ;·
.Lunde at''the counter,wi'thPete.',peu, obs~i-ved Lunde in the video ~istated ; ,
that he (Lunde) was th~ ~ne who cashed the check. This is the· saml date 'that '
the check
given.•to the: COOP:. Pet~ also told me that he thought,that :.
Lunde~fueL··
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. :: , .Pete thep:.brorightup·f1te ouf~icte
and you can seel.:un~,/
'
walking tow~ .the store fr<?m· the $3.S,;PUJD.PS. In, the background, yoµ ·c,an ' . \. r
, see a flathe~!pickup·pullmg aiho~e·tr'ailer:Pe,te told me that he"is: s11T~;thatis · ·,i:
'' what.Lnnde ~.driv~;;!It;d,s,.unkribwn if the flatbed and the,horse n,ail,er·are ',,, l-

tatt~

1

' ·'" ,. ',.

the sto~en OJ?i~S' that were
The date at the coop' is the 7tli qf,dctohet.:''. '.;: ,
, " The pickup·:antt trailer lere. stolenjmot: to that by a few days. ' ./· ' ' ' ' : ,
. . I then .went to Steves' Qµick Serv,ice and spoke with the clerk there.::. '.·. · . / ..
. .., Tbred ch~lci Were pa:ssed at tb.a~ lacatio'n:,ct)n~, pn the 3rd of Octo~'tr ap.d t\y6 ; '", .
on the 4th• T¥ clerkis Ca:f.pe GBes. Sh,e told.methat she didn•t,r~ri:Jem~er }t ' 1 'I\;: . ·.
· · cashing t;he chec:~ and she!d.@not identifyLunde in.the lineup.ShCitoJd me1 ·
'' . that she wofild call and ask the other:clerk, th~t worked that weekencl.,
. told me heri1tke Jennifer Kuhn aru,.i tbat she may have acceptep th~':ch~~s. ·' t
11

ones ;

1

' •.· GHes, also·,tgJd;;10.e th;~-~p.e;;P,\OW$:~~ ~ that:shf? W?µkfffl1.~~r~:
~n the chectc·unless 'Saiµarttha was there. I then spoke with SteYe,;anf.
,, ', ask~dhim how Jon,g,hiscamera:hold,their,\tlstocy and he told me;4..days~
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video' ofthe traris~tion in the ~tore,: ;: ,: :
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, Th~ clerk from Cooks· Food ·Town came 'in the police de~nt to1·.
look at the· ~l;Jp. Sp.e is. the clerk tn,at ~pted checks on Sama.nth~,' '
, Savages raccount
s~ verl>all:y
identified herself as Deanna Akalq.
i
,r,
!
' \ Deanna·picked,L~mle out of•the lineup
said th.at he is tnc:p,erson ' .,, I
that cashed' the checks ,afthc ·store.,lasked her to write a statemen6rnd 'she, ,i. ·. \~
, pd. oe tJ\e:*nyeks th,at ~~ tash~~
ha4 an Idaho driv~
identification. ,number on' them beamig: SK3238&2B.
also mi · · ·
~pirati&n ~ g . 1-13.j:f:lµitl DOil writteµ'bearing
~ Tue 'driye~s .
' 1 ," license urrib¢fand tlie ~XP,fration' ~ the DOB matcl:i
0 , un~'~ustice. .
! ;
.
Later, tliisdate·Giles qune:in~ the police department am;i· ,asketl}<f .. ,
' ": ~p~ witlJ.,.t~ter .~lie-tol<hne' ~at dW ,ren~e:rnber, taking, the ch~-fj:o~ Lunde
on the 3rd • Gd~·.continued,iand said.that he'purchased fuel and that'..sheiiaw
.
,S~tba in):µe passenger $eat of the ·pickµp that L~e was dirtvm.g. It is· '·
· unknown if :S~tha·s.tillauthoriied Lunde to use these particular.ch~k,s. I
will contact Samantha 'to '.see if she was,there on the 3rd and if sh~,;uawei:I ! ' ' t ...
, 7 ,. J;..unde :W usct her checks1 oil tfiis parti,c.ular ot:c~ion.
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16 oci6ber _200~·.

, , _ './ ·, . : 'Oh tijl~i,~te'r,p.aji~'cpit~ct ~#;It.S~tha Savag~. ,I ,ad~~~i· tll~t
th~detka(S~veir~Id:'.~~;1h,,ts'.h.e.;:w~,·withtunde when he CiIB,~p·,. , ~6! ·
eot with him and ~N::~~·IDUS~
·, have had so~~ne else~:$h,e t.h~ t<>.ltl ,llie thaflie never had petriµssj:qn, at.:

',

:Checks, ~t ~t ~tore~. ~heJoldi/Jl~. th~ ~~er W~S

anytime to ~ her checks m»v.ay..'

s~e was adatpant that she was not 'at ,t:J::ie

store.at the 1tl.me that:Luhde.cashed
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IN nm DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIT"Tl:-J LT[JDlC1P..L DlSTRI
OF THE STATE OF IDJ-\HO I Ill1 J-1.lii:D FOP THE COUNTY OF' GCJODI1' "' ...·
MAGISTRATE DIV::.D:':<:JN
CASE

4i

CE: -

2/JO'J- f}//,1,,

ff?tl) P'/J,;J;,.,_3/_

CD

E:'1\ll~TE; OF IDAi-1(

J2-~3~d?

DATE:

JTJDGE · _ _ __..,.A_,_,,o-"b'-i-'n:.=s=-="-,t)"--_ _ _ __

1

\TE;

Atto::.-ney~----,-----------------Interpreter______________

O::fense:

m eush.J 1
1

J _ Appeared in person

Bond Set ; _______

Fail edi"to appear

via::::-rant ::::ssued

/."/():p 3
RighI:.s given

Rights :::orm signed

Bone Foi-fei ted

1:1/):pt.,

1:11:zo

1-.,q:ri

OE Re:2.ease

J:/J.:?8
Righ~s Dnders~ood

J'.ll'3S

Pena:ties Understood

Penalties Give:c.

1:11r1

Counsel :___ Waived_LPD Appcinted___May Reimburse

____ Pre-Trial

Waive Jury Trial

Sent:.e:iced: ___ Days Jail

Ei.re Own

Sente:i.cing Set _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

?lead Guil t~y _ _·_, Ascepted by Court

Plead Not Guilty

PD Denied

..r::

~

GOIL.!..erence

Suspended -- All options in ____ days

?~ne $ ______+ costs______

-------Pay

Susperrded $

Drivers Lice~se Suspended _ _ _ _ da}'S

---- absolute

~y

--------

Pub De£ $

-----

Supei,rised Probation at discretion of Drcbation

Unsupervised Probation____;____________________________
Probation '::'erms:
Violate no Laws
Maintain Liability Insur
No Alcohol
Ne drinl:ing and dJ;ivi:ng,
Ra...."'ldom BBU, __ submit ::o Requested Tests
ll~~,,.,,,d ..t':i-..
""c "'""'"""
c::-h· 1 _·.·_ ·.~-iAj1u_,:.,,._ _ _ _ Re~mnn,-s°
Co11~..,.J
"'+-v/1J,·obar:·~on
c:c.-~r
~•1...,._..,_..,.L
.._,,_,
r-.:
l.l.C1.JO
..._
........
-'i,.....,..,.....,v.
__

1

1

1

_:..,.1-1.u...,,,....,.J..--.

Pay All Fines, Costs, Restitution
-·
·-Other-te.rm~
.set :b~~ -P-:I·;-o·b-a···t··..L:;"O_D............... ·····c·ompf),·-;;_-,/e~-;.a_r_
J

_Other

/:;z: 1)5_ 5iJ:ti( - t}(pj1~

;:-lcfll1'1'-I

ff/ .f'Jrt'

.1..

·· ··•

::_:_J.frs ... comm . se1,rice
hnz,R/ tz2 :J,,/,, :,'.

c,..;..
4. 2

Days o:o Appeal

....
\_.

___ Seal

Evaluation in File

!

IN THE DISTRICT ~. •ouRT o ..F. ,..M·.H.J;
F ·. ·.·H JUDICIAL DISTRICT/'
OF THE STATE .
..A .· .. 'f.:t R THE COUNTY OF ta cJQ:6!,_,!'.'.U{

ro

U

i:(f

STATE OF IDAHO,

•l

Plaintiff,
vs.

L

./

-r

)
)

n

CASE NO.

c ~ ~ , ff & ,

_.)

.
fi.O ~Q.NTACT ORDER

%189 DEC -,3 PH RI.-Mnt to I.C.R. 46.2, I.C. § 18-920 and Fifth

i

)

~
District Administrative Q,rder 04-18 .
.....,,tl!~t.:).....(V_.(t'_...,:;...._,._.._L'--V/AS-"''+..L'...:.'f_e_ _._flllltNG·ilelmTY---ng Agency
&- D

Defendant.

.

liiir.t!;,,

..

WP

.

e

CQT;

·. )
)

.

. . -\,("

In this case, the Court has found that the defendant has been charged with a criminal offense for which a No Contact
Order forbidding contact with another person is appropriate;

""'Ir-~

Yosthe above name(! defen.,1Jant, are hereby ordered to have no C?~tact or co. mmunication with the alleged victim,
~0
~
,or knowingly remain within
,P-C)
fteet . yardsofthealleged
victim, except you may make contactffiough an attorney and [only CHECKED boxes give you other exceptions]:

-$

t.l'~f ·

You are permitted to:

BUT YOU OR OTHERS ON YOUR BEHALF MUST NOT THREATEN OR TRY TO INTIMIDATE THE ALLEGED
VICTIM.
If you live with the victim, you may contact a law enforcemenrofficer who will make arrangements to accompany you to the
residence to remove items and tools necessary for employment and personal belongings. The officer will determine what
constitutes necessary tools and personal belongings.

Tt. 0e: 3 ·/0,

or upon dismissal of this criminal case
This Order will remain in effect until 11 :59 p.m. on
against Defendant; whichever occurs first. If there is also a~civil protection order, dismissal of any civil protection order
shall not result in a dismissal of this order in this criminal case.
You are advised of the following:
1.
VIOLATION OF THIS ORDER IS A SEPARATE CRIME under Idaho Code§ 18-920, for which no bail will be
set until an appearance before a judge. A first and second conviction of violation of a no contact order
is a misdemeanor and is punishable by a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars ($1,000) or by
imprisonment in the county jail not to exceed one (1) year or both. A third conviction within five (5)
years is a felony and is punishable by a fine not exceeding five thousand dollars ($5,000) or by
imprisonment in the state prison not to exceed five (5) years or both. Further, any such violation of this
order may result in the increase, revocation, or modification of the bond set in the underlying charge for
which this no contact order was imposed. This no contact order can only be modified by a judge. I.C.R

46.2
2.
3.

When more than one no contact order or domestic violence protection order is in place, the most
restrictive provision will control any conflicting term of any other civil or criminal protection order.
Upon sufficient notice to the prosecuting attorney, you have a right to request a hearing before the court
to modify or dismiss this order.

If there are other orders of any kind between you and the alleged victim you must not violate the terms of any order. You
might want to ask an attorney to help make all the orders the same to avoid confusion.
THE CLERK IS HEREBY ORDERED to deliver a copy of this Order to the county sheriff immediately.
DATED this

_3

dayof_o""'""-_e_
. ....,t_ _ _ _ __

c: County Sheriff, Prosecutor, Defendant, Defendant's attorney
Form 1
No Contact Order
Revised 5/7/2009
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN121J~GAf1 ft: 43
MAGISTRATE DIVISION
G80DIHG COUNTY CLERK
CASE# CR-2009- 3166
JUDGE: Casey Robinson presiding

DATE: 12/17/09
CLERK: Rosa Cota

Mag(IQ'15
90SA CCTt:
Preliminary Minutes DEPUTY

State of Idaho

Prosecuting attorney: Calvin Campbell

Lunde Eugene Justice

Defense attorney: Phil Brown
Court Interpreter:

vs

Parties present in the courtroom are
Prosecuting attorney Calvin Campbell in behalf of the State
Defense attorney Phil Brown
Lunde Eugene Justice, defendant,
9:11 :31 Court calls case at time noted
9:12:21 Court recalls 2 matters CR-2009-3166 & CR-2009-2667
9:12:30 Defense attorney Phil Brown informs the court that his client wishes to waive his prelim today to
keep plea negotiations open
9:12:36 Court asks Mr. Brown if his client is waiving on both matters
9:12:36 Mr. Brown responds yes
9:12:38 Court asks defendant Lunde Justice if this is correct that he is waiving his preliminary hearing today
9:12:39 Defendant responds yes
9:12:401 Court address defendant and states that by waiving his preliminary hearing today the State doesn't
need to put on any evidence that a Felony has been committed and probable cause he is involved in that
and that he is not admitting to any guilt his just agreeing to go to District Court and that's where he will enter
his guilty plea.
9:12:54 defendant responds yes
9:12:57 Court accepts defendants waiver, binds him over to District Court on Count #1 thru Count# 7
Forgery and a Persistent Violator charge, sets an
Arraignment for Tuesday January 12, 2010@ 9:00 am

%J,

9:14:21 End of Minu~tes
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OISTRiCI (.;OURT
G8881NG Ctl iGAHO
FILED

ZiJ09 DEC

17

AH ff: lt3

G88DING COUNTY CLERK

IN

DISTRICT COURT OF

rt

THE ROSACOTA

THE COU!\JTY OF GOOOII\JG

DEPUTY

FIFTH ,JUDICIAL DISTRICT

STATE OF IDAHO, 11\J A/\JD

MAGISTR/.\TE DIVISIO/\j

STATE OF IDAHO,

)

)
Plaintiff,
VS.

Lunde Eugene Justice

Deiendan:.

rj

)
)

Case J\o. CR-2009-3166

)

ORDER HOLDII\JG DEFEI\JDAhJT TO
ANSWER TO DISTRICT COU

)

)
)
)

Defendant having ·freely, knowingJy .and voluntarily waived a .preliminary

hearing and said waiver is under·the advice Df Legal counsel; I order that
defendant be hel.d to ans'wer

the charge(s) of

M;r ..J~va~:::ZZ:ZZ:

&-c1~---1 -

f-,1/',,~~rvif II, 11lts -f,,...,,..

IJ

in the Districi Court.

From the evidence pr~sented, I find that the public offense(s) of

has/have been committed and there is probable or sufficient cause to

believe the defendant is guilty thereof. I order that defendant be held to
answer to the charge(s) in the District Court.

[ ]

Baii is sei at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

[ ]

Defendant is released on h

Dated

tJ

.Q..c

own recognizance.

)7

Ma~~r--------

:1· "•--

r·oa~1r..1cr
COURT
,;ifNQ CD. IDAHO
I

Calvin H. Campbell
Gooding County Prosecuting Attorney
I.S.B. No. 4579
Post Office Box 86
Gooding, Idaho 83330
Telephone (208) 934-4493

IN

ORIGINAL

FILEO

.

2009 DEC 17 PH I: 25
GBOl!JING COUNTY CLERK

BY:_~

60uty-

DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJNTY OF GOODING

OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
V.

LlJNDE

JUSTICE,
Defendant.

Calvin

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-2009-3166
INFORMATION PART I

Campbell, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Gooding, State ofidaho,

who in the name and by the authority of said State prosecutes in its behalf, comes now into District
Court of the County of Gooding, and states that LUNDE EUGENE

is accused by this

Information of the crimes of FORGERY, (7 Counts), FELONIES, said crimes being committed as
follows:

INFORMATION PART I

-1-

COUNT!
FORGERY
Idaho Code Section 18-3601
A FELONY
That the Defendant, Lunde Eugene Justice, on or about the 28th day of September, 2009,
in the County of Gooding, State ofidaho, did falsely, with the intent to defraud another, make
and/or make and publish, and/or utter and pass, and/or pass, as true and genuine, a certain written
instrument, to-wit: check# 102 on the account of Samantha Savage, payable to Cooks Food
Town in the amount of $200.00, well knowing at the time of the making and/or making and
publishing, and/or uttering and passing, and/or passing of the said instrument that it was false,
altered, and/or forged as to the payee on the face of the check, in violation ofidaho Code Section
18-3601.

COUNT II
FORGERY
Idaho Code Section 18-3601
A FELONY
That the Defendant, Lunde Eugene Justice, on or about the 28th day of September, 2009,
in the County of Gooding, State of Idaho, did falsely, with the intent to defraud another, make
and/or make and publish, and/or utter and pass, and/or pass, as true and genuine, a certain written
instrument, to-wit: check# 103 on the account of Samantha Savage, payable to Cooks Food
Town in the amount of $200.00, well knowing at the time of the making and/or making and
publishing, and/or uttering and passing, and/or passing of the said instrument that it was false,
altered, and/or forged as to the payee on the face of the check, in violation ofidaho Code Section
18-3601.

COUNT III
FORGERY
Idaho Code Section 18-3601
A FELONY
That the Defendant, Lunde Eugene Justice, on or about the 1st day of October, 2009, in
the County of Gooding, State ofidaho, did falsely, with the intent to defraud another, make
and/or make and publish, and/or utter and pass, and/or pass, as true and genuine, a certain written
instrument, to-wit: check# 104 on the account of Samantha Savage, payable to Cooks Food
Town in the amount of $300.00, well knowing at the time of the making and/or making and
publishing, and/or uttering and passing, and/or passing of the said instrument that it was false,
altered, and/or forged as to the signature on the face of the check, in violation ofidaho Code
Section 18-3601.

INFORMATION PART I

-2-

COUNTIV
FORGERY
Idaho Code Section 18-3601
A FELONY
That the Defendant, Lunde Eugene Justice, on or about the 4th day of October, 2009, in
the County of Gooding, State of Idaho, did falsely, with the intent to defraud another, make
and/or make and publish, and/or utter and pass, and/or pass, as true and genuine, a certain written
instrument, to-wit: check# 123 on the account of Samantha Savage, payable to Steve's Quick
Service in the amount of $150.00, well knowing at the time of the making and/or making and
publishing, and/or uttering and passing, and/or passing of the said instrument that it was false,
altered, and/or forged as to the signature on the face of the check, in violation ofldaho Code
Section 18-3601.

COUNTV
FORGERY
Idaho Code Section 18-3601
A FELONY
That the Defendant, Lunde Eugene Justice, on or about the 4th day of October, 2009, in
the County of Gooding, State ofldaho, did falsely, with the intent to defraud another, make
and/or make and publish, and/or utter and pass, and/or pass, as true and genuine, a certain written
instrument, to-wit: check# 124 on the account of Samantha Savage, payable to Steve's Quick
Service in the amount of $150.00, well knowing at the time of the making and/or making and
publishing, and/or uttering and passing, and/or passing of the said instrument that it was false,
altered, and/or forged as to the signature on the face of the check, in violation ofidaho Code
Section 18-3601.

COUNT VI
FORGERY
Idaho Code Section 18-3601
A FELONY
That the Defendant, Lunde Eugene Justice, on or about the 4th day of October, 2009, in
the County of Gooding, State of Idaho, did falsely, with the intent to defraud another, make
and/or make and publish, and/or utter and pass, and/or pass, as true and genuine, a certain written
instrument, to-wit: check# 125 on the account of Samantha Savage, payable to Steve's Quick
Service in the amount of$150.00, well knowing at the time of the making and/or making and
publishing, and/or uttering and passing, and/or passing of the said instrument that it was false,
altered, and/or forged as to the signature on the face of the check, in violation ofidaho Code
Section 18-3601.
INFORMATION PART I

COUNT VII
FORGERY
Idaho Code Section 18-3601
A FELONY

That the Defendant, Lunde Eugene Justice, on or about the 7th of October, 2009, in the
County of Gooding, State of Idaho, did falsely, with the intent to defraud another, make and/or
make and publish, and/or utter and pass, and/or pass, as true and genuine, a certain written
instrument, to-wit: check # 149 on the account of Samantha Savage, payable to Valley Coop in
the amount of $100.00, well knowing at the time of the making and/or making and publishing,
and/or uttering and passing, and/or passing of the said instrument that it was false, altered, and/or
forged as to the signature on the face of the check, in violation ofidaho Code Section 18-3601.

All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statue in such case and against
the peace and dignity of the State ofidaho.
Dated this 17th day of December, 2009

INFORMATION PART I
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 17th day of December, 2009, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing Information by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:
Joseph James
Attorney at Law
130 4th Avenue West
Gooding, Idaho 83330
U.S. Mail
x
Hand Delivered
- ___Overnight Mail
___Telecopy (FAX)
---

INFORMATION PART I
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ORIGINAL

-015JRICT COURT

riOOl:ll'NG CO. lDAHO
FILED

Calvin H. Campbell
Gooding County Prosecuting Attorney
I.S.B. No. 4579
Post Office Box 86
Gooding, Idaho 83330
Telephone (208) 934-4493

2009 DEC 17 PH I: 25

IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF

FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

THE

OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

V.

LUNDE

J'CSTICE,
Defendant

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-2009-3166
INFORMATION
PART II

PERSISTENT VIOLATOR
Idaho Code §19-2514
A FELONY

That the Defendant,, was previously convicted of the following felonies:

I
BURGLARY
On or about the 11th day of August, 2005, the defendant was convicted (by entry of
Judgment after a plea of guilty) of the felony of Burglary, in the County Cassia, State of Idaho,
in case number CR-2005-1811.

INFORMATION PART II

-1-

II
ESCAPE, GRAND THEFT, ASSAULT OR BATTERY UPON CERTAIN PERSONNEL
On or about the 11th day of August, 2005, the defendant was convicted (by entry of
Judgment after a plea of guilty) of the felonies of Escape, Grand Theft and Assault or Battery
Upon Certain Personnel, in the County of Cassia, State ofidaho, in case number CR-2005-3291

All of which is contrary to the fonn, force and effect of the statue in such case and against
the peace and dignity of the State ofidaho.
Dated this 17th day of December, 2009

INFORMATION PART II
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on

17th day of December, 2009, I served a true and

correct copy of the foregoing Information Part II by the method indicated below, and addressed to
the following:
Joseph James
Attorney at Law
130 4th Avenue West
Gooding, Idaho 83330

- - -U.S. Mail
x

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
--_ _ _Telecopy (FAX)

INFORMATION PART II
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

State of Idaho,

)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.

__
Lunde
SS#

Justice

,

Defendant.
--------------

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-2009-3166

JUDGl\tIENT OF COMlICTION UPON A PLEA OF
GUILTY TO FOUR FELONY COUNTS

I. INTRODUCTION
l.

The date of sentencing was April 27, 2010, (hereinafter called sentencing date).

2.

The State of Idaho was represented by counsel, Calvin Campbell, of the Gooding County
Prosecutor's office.

3.

The defendant Lunde E. Justice, appeared personally. LC. § 19-2503.

4.

The defendant was represented by counsel, Philip Brown.

5.

John K. Butler, District Judge, presiding.

JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION

II. ARRA.IGN:VIENT FOR SENTENCING. LC. § 19-2510
1.

The defendant Lunde E. Justice was informed by the Court at the time of the sentencing of
the nature of the defendant's plea, which in this case was:

Count!:
Crime of: Forgery, a felony
Idaho Code: I.C. § 18-3601
Maximum Punishment: Imprisonment in the state penitentiary for 14 years and a fine of up to
$50,000
Minimum Punishment: Imprisonment in the state penitentiary for 1 year.
Idaho Code: LC. §§ 18-3604 and 18-l 12A
Guilty by Plea-- date of: March 9, 2010
Count II:
Crime of:
a felony
Idaho Code: LC.§ 18-3601
Maximum Punishment: Imprisonment in the state penitentiary for 14 years and a fine of up to
$50,000
Minimum Punishment: Imprisonment in the state penitentiary for 1 year.
Idaho Code: I.C. §§ 18-3604 and 18-112A
Guilty by Plea -- date of: March 9, 2010

'"'--~=-

Count III:
Crime of: Forgery, a felony
Idaho Code:
§ 18-3601
Maximum Punishment: Imprisonment in the state penitentiary for 14 years and a fine of up to
$50,000
Minimum Punishment: Imprisonment in the state penitentiary for 1 year.
Idaho Code: LC. §§ 18-3604 and 18-l 12A
Guilty by Plea -- date of: March 9, 2010
Count VII:
Crime of: Forgery, a felony
Idaho Code: LC. § 18-3601
Maximum Punishment: Imprisonment in the state penitentiary for 14 years and a fine of up to
$50,000
Minimum Punishment: Imprisonment in the state penitentiary for 1 year.
Idaho Code: LC.§§ 18-3604 and 18-112A
Guilty by Plea -- date of: March 9, 2010

2.

The defendant was then asked by the Court whether the defendant had any legal cause to
show why judgment should not be pronounced against the defendant, to which the
defendant responded "no."

JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION
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III. PLEA OF GUILTY PREVIOUSLY ENTERED Al'l'D ACCEPTED

L

The defendant, Lunde E. Justice, previously pled guilty on the date of March 9, 2010,
(hereinafter called "the entry of plea"), to the crime set forth in section II immediately
above.

2.

At the entry of plea, pursuant to I. C.R. 5 and 11, the defendant was advised by the Court of
the following:
(a)

The nature of the charge against the defendant, the mm1mum and mmnmum
punishments, and other direct consequences which may apply;

(b)

That the defendant was not required to make any statement and that any statement
made by the defendant may be used against the defendant in a court of law;

(c)

That the defendant was presumed to be innocent;

(d)

That by entering a plea of guilty to the above identified charge, the defendant would:
(i)

Waive the right to a trial by jury;

(ii)

Waive the right to require the State to prove each material element of the
crime charged beyond a reasonable doubt;

(iii)

Waive the right to free Court appointed counsel to represent the defendant
through a jury trial if the defendant was indigent;

(iv)

Waive the right to a speedy trial;

(v)

Waive the right to challenge the evidence presented by the State, and
specifically the right to confront and cross examine the witnesses who
testified against the defendant;

(vi)

Waive the right to present evidence on the defendant's own behalf,
to subpoena witnesses at the County's
specifically including the
expense;

(vii)

Waive the right against compulsory self-incrimination;

(viii)

Waive any and all possible defenses to the charge brought against the
defendant, both factual and legal;

(ix)

Lose the right to appeal except as to the sentence imposed.

JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION
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3.

The Court inquired of whether any promises had been made to the defendant or whether the
plea was a result of any plea bargaining agreement, and if so, the nature of the agreement;
and that the defendant was informed that the Court was not bound by any promises or
recommendations from either party as to punishment; and

4.

The defendant was advised, in accordance with LC.R. 11 (d)(2), that if the Court did not
accept the sentencing recommendation or request, the defendant nevertheless had no right to
withdraw the defendant's guilty plea on that basis.

5.

The defendant stated and acknowledged that the plea was knowingly and voluntarily given;
and that the plea was given of the defendant's own free will and volition.

6.

That there was a factual basis to support the said plea;

7.

Whereupon the defendant entered a plea of guilty to said charge.

8.

The Court also found that the plea was entered upon the advice and consent of the
defendant's counsel.

9.

Whereupon the Court accepted the plea of guilty and found and adjudged the defendant
Lunde
Justice guilty of the crime identified and set forth in section II "Arraignment for
Sentencing" above.

IV. SENTENCING DATE PROCEEDINGS

On April 27, 2010, the sentencing date, and after the arraignment for sentencing as set forth
in section II "Arraignment for Sentencing" above, the Court proceeded as follows:
I.

Determined that more than two (2) days had elapsed from the plea to the date of sentencing.
LC.§ 19-2501 and LC.R. 33(a)(l).

2.

Discussed the presentence report and relevant matters with the parties pursuant to LC. § 20220 and I. C.R.

3.

Determined victim's rights and restitution issues pursuant to LC. § 19-5301 and i\rticle 1, §
22 of the Idaho Constitution.

4.

Offered an aggravation and/or mitigation hearing to both parties, including the right to
present evidence pursuant to I.C.R. 33(a)(l).

5.

Heard comments and sentencing recommendations of both counsel and asked the defendant
personally if the defendant wished to make a statement and/or to present any information in
mitigation of punishment. I.C.R. 33(a)(l).

JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION
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6.

The Court made its comments pursuant to LC.§ 19- 2512, and discussed one or more of the
criteria set forth in LC.§ 19-2521.

V. THESENTENCE
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, Al'l'D DECREED, as follows:
Count I:
Crime of: Forgery, a felony

1.

Court costs: The defendant shall pay total court costs in this case.

2.

Fine: The defendant is fined the sum of $0.00, and the defendant shall pay all costs, fees
and fines ordered by this Court. This judgment that the defendant pay a fine and costs shall
constitute a lien in like manner as a judgment for money in a civil action. I.C. §§ 19-2518,
19-2702.

3.

Penitentiarv:
defendant, Lunde
Justice, shall be committed to the custody of the
Idaho State Board of Correction, Boise, Idaho for a unified sentence (LC. § 19-2513) of 14
years; which unified sentence is comprised of a minimum (fixed) period of confinement of
14 years, followed by an indeterminate period of custody of O years, with the precise time of
the indeterminate portion to be set by said Board according to law, with the total sentence
not to exceed 14 years.

4.

Concurrent/Consecutive Sentence: The sentence in Count I shall run consecutive to the
sentence imposed in CR 2009-2667.

~

Count II:
Crime of: Forgery, a felony

5.

Court costs: The defendant shall pay total court costs in this case.

6.

Fine: The defendant is fined the sum of $0.00, and the defendant shall pay all costs, fees
and fines ordered by this Court. This judgment that the defendant pay a fine and costs shall
constitute a lien in like manner as a judgment for money in a civil action. I.C. §§ 19-2518,
19-2702.

7.

Penitentiarv:
defendant, Lunde
Justice, shall be committed to the custody of the
Idaho State Board of Correction, Boise, Idaho for a unified sentence (LC. § 19-2513) of 10
years; which unified sentence is comprised of a minimum (fixed) period of confinement of
0 years, followed by an indeterminate period of custody of 14 years, with the precise time of
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the indeterminate portion to be set by said Board according to law, with the total sentence
not to exceed 10 years.
8.

Concurrent/Consecutive Sentence: The sentence in Count TI shall run consecutive to the
sentence imposed in Count I and CR 2009-2667.

Count III:
Crime of: Forgery, a felony

9.

Court costs: The defendant shall pay total court costs in this case.

10.

Fine: The defendant is fined the sum of $0.00, and the defendant shall pay all costs, fees
and
ordered by this Court. This judgment that the defendant pay a fine and costs shall
constitute a lien in like manner as a judgment for money in a civil action. LC. §§ 19-2518,
19-2702.

11.

Penitentiarv: The defendant, Lunde
Justice, shall be committed to the custody of the
Idaho State Board of Correction, Boise, Idaho for a unified sentence (LC. § 19-2513) of 10
years; which unified sentence is comprised of a minimum (fixed) period of confinement of
0 years, followed by an indeterminate period of custody of 10 years, with the precise time of
the indeterminate portion to be set by said Board according to law, with the total sentence
not to exceed 10 years.

12.

Concurrent/Consecutive Sentence: The sentence in Count Ill shall run consecutive to the
sentence imposed in Count I, Count Il and CR 2009-2667.

Count VII:
Crime of: Forgery, a felony

13.

Court costs: The defendant shall pay total court costs in this case.

14.

Fine: The defendant is fined the sum of $0.00, and the defendant shall pay all costs,
and fines ordered by this Court. This judgment that the defendant pay a fine and costs shall
constitute a lien in like manner as a judgment for money in a civil action. I.C. §§ 19-2518,
19-2702.

15.

Penitentiarv: The defendant, Lunde E. Justice, shall be committed to the custody of the
Idaho State Board of Correction, Boise, Idaho for a unified sentence (LC. § 19-2513) of 10
years; which unified sentence is comprised a minimum (fixed) period of confinement of
0 years, followed by an indeterminate period of custody of 10 years, with the precise time of
the indeterminate portion to be set by said Board according to law, with the total sentence
not to exceed 10 years.
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16.

Concurrent/Consecutive Sentence: The sentence in Count VII shall run consecutive to
the sentence imposed in Count I, Count II, Count ill and CR 2009-2667.

17.

Credit for time served: The defendant is given credit for time previously served on this
crime in the amount of 174 days. LC.§ 18-309.

The credit for time served is calculated as follows: 11/5/2009 - 4/27 /10
VI. ORDER REGARDING RESTITUTION
Restitution to Victim: The Court hereby ORDERS a Judgment of Restitution to be entered in this
case in the sum of $1345.00, (LC.§ 19-5304 (victim)). A separate written order of restitution shall
be entered. LC. § 19-5304(2). This amount is payable through the Clerk of the District Court to be
disbursed to the victirn(s) in this matter as follows:

Name:

Samantha Savage

VU. RIGHT TO APPEAL/LEAVE TO APPEAL INFORMA PAUPERIS
The Right: The Court advised the defendant, Lunde E. Justice, of the Defendant's right to
appeal this judgment within forty two (42) days of the date it is file stamped by the clerk of the
court. I.A.R. 14 (a).
In forma Pauperis: The Court further advised the defendant of the right of a person who is unable
to pay the costs of an appeal to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis, meaning the right as an
indigent to proceed without liability for court costs and fees and the right to be represented by a
co-urt appointed attorney at no cost to the defendant. LC.R. 33(a)(3). LC.§ 19-852(a)(l) and (b)(2).
VIII. ENTRY OF JUDGMENT - RECORD BY CLERK

The Court orders the Judgment and record be entered upon the minutes and that the record
be assembled, prepared and filed by the Clerk of the Court in accordance with LC. § 19-2519.
IX. BOND/BAIL

The conditions of bail having never been met in this case, there is no bail to be exonerated.
I.C.R. 46(g).
X. ORDER ON PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION REPORTS

The parties are hereby ordered to return their respective copies of the presentence
investigative reports to the deputy clerk of the court. Use of said report shall thereafter be governed
by I.C.R. 32(h)(l),(2), and(3).
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XI. ORDEROFCO~IITMENT

It is ADJUDGED and ORDERED that the defendant be committed to the custody of the
Sheriff of Gooding County, Idaho, for delivery forthwith to the Director of the Idaho State Board of
Correction at the Idaho State Penitentiary, or other facility within the State designated by the State
Board of Correction. LC.§ 20-237.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
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I.C.R. 49 (b)
NOTICE OF ORDER

I, Cindy E le-Ervin, Deputy Clerk for the County of Gooding do hereby certify that on
t h ~ day of _ _'-'-"'-1,,1----' 2010, I have filed the original and caused to be served a true and
correct copy of th bove and foregoing document: JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION UPON A
PLEA OF GUILTY TO FOUR FELONY COUNTS to each of the persons as listed below:

Prosecuting Attorney: Calvin Campbell

Defense Counsel: Philip Brown

Defendant: Lunde E. Justice

~,-.n-,-----~Deputy Clerk
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

State ofldaho,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
Lunde E. Justice
SS#

-

Defendant.

Case No. CR-2009-3166

AMENDED JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION UPON A PLEA OF
GUILTY TO FOUR FELONY COUNTS

This amended Judgment is issued to correct the indeterminate portion of the sentence in Count II.
I. INTRODUCTION

1.

The date of sentencing was April 27, 20 l 0, (hereinafter called sentencing date).

2.

The State of Idaho was represented by counsel, Calvin Campbell, of the Gooding County
Prosecutor's office.

3.

The defendant Lunde E. Justice, appeared personally. LC. § 19-2503.

4.

The defendant was represented by counsel, Philip Brown.

5.

John K. Butler, District Judge, presiding.

AMENDED JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION
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II. ARRAIGNMENT FOR SENTENCING. I.C. § 19-2510
1.

The defendant Lunde E. Justice was informed by the Court at the time of the sentencing of
the nature of the defendant's plea, which in this case was:

Count I:
Crime of: Forgery, a felony
Idaho Code: LC.§ 18-3601
Maximum Punishment: Imprisonment in the state penitentiary for 14 years and a fme of up to
$50,000
Minimum Punishment: Imprisonment in the state penitentiary for 1 year.
Idaho Code: LC.§§ 18-3604 and 18-112A
Guilty by Plea -- date of: March 9, 2010
Count II:
Crime of: Forgery, a felony
Idaho Code: LC.§ 18-3601
Maximum Punishment: Imprisonment in the state penitentiary for 14 years and a fme of up to
$50,000
Minimum Punishment: Imprisonment in the state penitentiary for 1 year.
Idaho Code: LC.§§ 18-3604 and 18-l 12A
Guilty by Plea -- date of: March 9, 2010
Count III:
Crime of: Forgery, a felony
Idaho Code: LC.§ 18-3601
Maximum Punishment: Imprisonment in the state penitentiary for 14 years and a fine of up to
$50,000
Minimum Punishment: Imprisonment in the state penitentiary for 1 year.
Idaho Code: LC.§§ 18-3604 and 18-112A
Guilty by Plea -- date of: March 9, 2010
Count VII:
Crime of: Forgery, a felony
Idaho Code: LC. § 18-3601
Maximum Punishment: Imprisonment in the state penitentiary for 14 years and a fine of up to
$50,000
Minimum Punishment: Imprisonment in the state penitentiary for 1 year.
Idaho Code: LC.§§ 18-3604 and 18-112A
Guilty by Plea -- date of: March 9, 2010

2.

The defendant was then asked by the Court whether the defendant had any legal cause to
show why judgment should not be pronounced against the defendant, to which the
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defendant responded "no."

III. PLEA OF GUILTY PREVIOUSLY ENTERED AND ACCEPTED
1.

The defendant, Lunde E. Justice, previously pled guilty on the date of March 9, 2010,
(hereinafter called "the entry of plea"), to the crime set forth in section II immediately
above.

2.

At the entry of plea, pursuant to I.C.R. 5 and 11, the defendant was advised by the Court of
the following:
(a)

The nature of the charge against the defendant, the mm1mum and maximum
punishments, and other direct consequences which may apply;

(b)

That the defendant was not required to make any statement and that any statement
made by the defendant may be used against the defendant in a court of law;

(c)

That the defendant was presumed to be innocent;

(d)

That by entering a plea of guilty to the above identified charge, the defendant would:
(i)

Waive the right to a trial by jury;

(ii)

Waive the right to require the State to prove each material element of the
crime charged beyond a reasonable doubt;

(iii)

Waive the right to free Court appointed counsel to represent the defendant
through a jury trial if the defendant was indigent;

(iv)

Waive the right to a speedy trial;

(v)

Waive the right to challenge the evidence presented by the State, and
specifically the right to confront and cross examine the witnesses who
testified against the defendant;

(vi)

Waive the right to present evidence on the defendant's own behalf,
specifically including the right to subpoena witnesses at the County's
expense;

(vii)

Waive the right against compulsory self-incrimination;

(viii)

Waive any and all possible defenses to the charge brought against the
defendant, both factual and legal;
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(ix)

Lose the right to appeal except as to the sentence imposed.

3.

The Court inquired of whether any promises had been made to the defendant or whether the
plea was a result of any plea bargaining agreement, and if so, the nature of the agreement;
and that the defendant was informed that the Court was not bound by any promises or
recommendations from either party as to punishment; and

4.

The defendant was advised, in accordance with LC.R. 11 (d)(2), that if the Court did not
accept the sentencing recommendation or request, the defendant nevertheless had no right to
withdraw the defendant's guilty plea on that basis.

5.

The defendant stated and acknowledged that the plea was knowingly and voluntarily given;
and that the plea was given of the defendant's own free will and volition.

6.

That there was a factual basis to support the said plea;

7.

Whereupon the defendant entered a plea of guilty to said charge.

8.

The Court also found that the plea was entered upon the advice and consent of the
defendant's counsel.

9.

Whereupon the Court accepted the plea of guilty and found and adjudged the defendant
Lunde E. Justice guilty of the crime identified and set forth in section II "Arraignment for
Sentencing" above.

IV. SENTENCING DATE PROCEEDINGS

On April 27, 2010, the sentencing date, and after the arraignment for sentencing as set forth
in section II "Arraignment for Sentencing" above, the Court proceeded as follows:
1.

Determined that more than two (2) days had elapsed from the plea to the date of sentencing.
LC.§ 19-2501 and LC.R. 33(a)(l).

2.

Discussed the presentence report and relevant matters with the parties pursuant to LC. § 20220 and LC.R. 32.

3.

Determined victim's rights and restitution issues pursuant to LC.§ 19-5301 and Article 1, §
22 of the Idaho Constitution.

4.

Offered an aggravation and/or mitigation hearing to both parties, including the right to
present evidence pursuant to LC.R. 33(a)(l).

5.

Heard comments and sentencing recommendations of both counsel and asked the defendant
personally if the defendant wished to make a statement and/or to present any information in
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mitigation of punishment. LC.R. 33(a)(l).
6.

The Court made its comments pursuant to LC.§ 19- 2512, and discussed one or more of the
criteria set forth in LC. § 19-2521.

V. THESENTENCE
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED, as follows:
Count I:
Crime of: Forgery, a felony

L

Court costs: The defendant shall pay total court costs in this case.

2.

Fine: The defendant is fined the sum of $0.00, and the defendant shall pay all costs, fees
and fines ordered by this Court. This judgment that the defendant pay a fine and costs shall
constitute a lien in like manner as a judgment for money in a civil action. LC.§§ 19-2518,
19-2702.

3.

Penitentiarv: The defendant, Lunde E. Justice, shall be committed to the custody of the
Idaho State Board of Correction, Boise, Idaho for a unified sentence (LC. § 19-2513) of 14
years; which unified sentence is comprised of a minimum (fixed) period of confinement of
14 years, followed by an indeterminate period of custody of 0 years, with the precise time of
the indeterminate portion to be set by said Board according to law, with the total sentence
not to exceed 14 years.

4.

Concurrent/Consecutive Sentence: The sentence in Count I shall run consecutive to the
sentence imposed in CR 2009-2667.

Count II:
Crime of: Forgery, a felony

5.

Court costs: The defendant shall pay total court costs in this case.

6.

Fine: The defendant is fined the sum of $0.00, and the defendant shall pay all costs, fees
and fines ordered by this Court. This judgment that the defendant pay a fine and costs shall
constitute a lien in like manner as a judgment for money in a civil action. LC. §§ 1
18,
19-2702.

7.

Penitentiarv: The defendant, Lunde E. Justice, shall be committed to the custody of the
Idaho State Board of Correction, Boise, Idaho for a unified sentence (LC.§ 19-2513) of 10
years; which unified sentence is comprised of a minimum (fixed) period of confinement of
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0 years, followed by an indeterminate period of custody of 10 years, with the precise time of
the indeterminate portion to be set by said Board according to law, with the total sentence
not to exceed 10 years.

8.

Concurrent/Consecutive Sentence: The sentence in Count II shall run consecutive to the
sentence imposed in Count I and CR 2009-2667.

Count III:
Crime of: Forgery, a felony

9.

Court costs: The defendant shall pay total court costs in this case.

10.

Fine: The defendant is fined the sum of $0.00, and the defendant shall pay all costs, fees
and fines ordered by tl1is Court. This judgment that the defendant pay a fine and costs shall
constitute a lien in like manner as a judgment for money in a civil action. LC. §§ 19-2518,
19-2702.

11.

Penitentiarv: The defendant, Lunde E. Justice, shall be committed to the custody of the
Idaho State Board of Correction, Boise, Idaho for a unified sentence (LC. § 19-2513) of 10
years; which unified sentence is comprised of a minimum (fixed) period of confinement of
0 years, followed by an indeterminate period of custody of 10 years, with the precise time of
the indeterminate portion to be set by said Board according to law, with the total sentence
not to exceed 10 years.

12.

Concurrent/Consecutive Sentence: The sentence in Count ill shall run consecutive to the
sentence imposed in Count I, Count II and CR 2009-2667.

Count VII:
Crime of: Forgery, a felony

13.

Court costs: The defendant shall pay total court costs in this case.

14.

Fine: The defendant is fined the sum of $0.00, and the defendant shall pay all costs, fees
and fines ordered by this Court. This judgment that the defendant pay a fine and costs shall
constitute a lien in like manner as a judgment for money in a civil action. LC. §§ 19-2518,
19-2702.

15.

Penitentiarv: The defendant, Lunde E. Justice, shall be committed to the custody of the
Idaho State Board of Correction, Boise, Idaho for a unified sentence (LC. § 19-2513) of 10
years; which unified sentence is comprised of a minimum (fixed) period of confinement of
0 years, followed by an indeterminate period of custody of 10 years, with the precise time of
the indeterminate portion to be set by said Board according to law, with the total sentence
not to exceed l O years.

AMENDED JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION
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16.

Concurrent/Consecutive Sentence: The sentence in Count VII shall run consecutive to
the sentence imposed in Count I, Count II, Count III and CR 2009-2667.

17.

Credit for time served: The defendant is given credit for time previously served on this
crime in the amount of 174 days. LC. § 18-309.
The credit for time served is calculated as follows: 11/5/2009 - 4/27/10
VI. ORDER REGARDING RESTITUTION

Restitution to Victim: The Court hereby ORDERS a Judgment of Restitution to be entered in this
case in the sum of $1345.00, (LC.§ 19-5304 (victim)). A separate written order ofrestitution shall
be entered. LC. § 19-5304(2). This amount is payable through the Clerk of the District Court to be
disbursed to the victim(s) in this matter as follows:
Name:

Samantha Savage

VII. RIGHT TO APPEAL/LEAVE TO APPEAL INFORMA PAUPERIS
The Right: The Court advised the defendant, Lunde E. Justice, of the Defendant's right to
appeal this judgment within forty two (42) days of the date it is file stamped by the clerk of the
court. I.A.R. 14 (a).
In forma Pauperis: The Court further advised the defendant of the right of a person who is unable
to pay the costs of an appeal to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis, meaning the right as an
indigent to proceed without liability for court costs and fees and the right to be represented by a
court appointed attorney at no cost to the defendant. LC.R. 33(a)(3). LC.§ 19-852(a)(l) and (b)(2).
VIII. ENTRY OF JUDGNIENT - RECORD BY CLERK
The Court orders the Judgment and record be entered upon the minutes and that the record
be assembled, prepared and filed by the Clerk of the Court in accordance with LC.§ 19-2519.
IX. BOND/BAIL
The conditions of bail having never been met in this case, there is no bail to be exonerated.
I.C.R. 46(g).
X. ORDER ON PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION REPORTS
The parties are hereby ordered to return their respective copies of the presentence
investigative reports to the deputy clerk of the court. Use of said report shall thereafter be governed
by I.C.R. 32(h)(l),(2), and(3).
AMENDED illDGMENT OF CONVICTION
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XI. ORDER OF COMMITMENT
It is ADJUDGED and ORDERED that the defendant be committed to the custody of the
Sheriff of Gooding County, Idaho, for delivery forthwith to the Director of the Idaho State Board of
Correction at the Idaho State Penitentiary, or other facility within the State designated by the State
Board of Correction. LC.§ 20-237.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

o-=-"'--

DATED: _ _
4--+-\+-;-z-~---'\lc--i
2_u=-"'-'-\
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I.C.R. 49 (b)
NOTICE OF. ORDER

"7e,I, Cindy Ea e-Erv!n, Deputy Clerk for the County of Gooding do hereby certify that on
the~ day of__,'---""4'-L......,___ _, 2010, I have filed the original and caused to be served a true and
e above and foregoing document: AMENDED JUDGMENT OF
correct copy of
CONVICTION UPON A PLEA OF GUILTY TO FOUR FELONY COUNTS to each of the
persons as listed below:

Prosecuting Attorney: Calvin Campbell

Defense Counsel: Philip Brown

Defendant: Lunde E. Justice

Deputy Clerk

AMENDED JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION
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PHILIP A BROWN
BROWN, JAMES & SWENSON
130 Fourth Avenue West
Gooding, Idaho 83330
Telephone (208) 934-8185
Facsimile (208) 934-4101
Idaho State Bar No. 3 844

2010 MAY 14 PM 2: 24

Attorneys for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff/Respondent,
vs.
LUNDE EUGENE JUSTICE,
Defendant/Appellant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR2009-3166
NOTICE OF APPEAL

TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, ITS ATTORNEYS, AND
THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT.
1.

The above-named Appellant, Lunde Eugene Justice, appeals against the above-named

Respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment of Conviction Upon a Plea of Guilty to
Four Felony Counts, entered in the above-entitled action on the 27 th day of April, 2010, the
Honorable John K. Butler, District Judge presiding.
2.

That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments

or orders described in paragraph one (1) above are appealable orders under and pursuant to I.AR.
l l(c)(6), or 1 l(c)(9).
3.

The following is a statement of the issues on appeal which the Appellant intends to

NOTICE OF APPEAL
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assert in the appeal; provided this preliminary list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the Appellant
from asserting other issues:
(a)
4.

Whether the Court imposed an excessive sentence?

A portion of the record is sealed. That po1iion of the record that is sealed is the Pre-

Sentence Investigative Reports.
5.

A reporter's transcript is requested and the Appellant hereby requests the preparation

of the entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.A.R. 25( c) supplemented by the following:

6.

(a)

Arraignment held on January 12, 2010 at 9:00 a.m. before Judge John K.
Butler, Candace Childers, Court Reporter (no estimation of pages is listed on
the Register of Actions);

(b)

Status hearing held on January 26, 2010 at 9:00 a.m. before Judge John K.
Butler, Linda Ledbetter, Court Reporter (no estimation of pages is listed on
the Register of Actions);

(c)

Pretrial conference hearing held on March 9, 2010 at 9:00 a.m before Judge
John K. Butler, Candace Childers, Court Reporter (no estimation of pages is
listed on the Register of Actions);

(d)

Interim hearing held on Marchl 5,2010 before Judge John K. Butler, Candace
Childers, Court Reporter (no estimation of pages is listed on the Register of
Actions);

(e)

Sentencing hearing held on April 27, 2010 at 9:00 a.m before Judge John K.
Butler, Candace Childers, Court Reporter (no estimation of pages is listed on
the Register of Actions);

(f)

Motion hearing held on April 2 7, 2010 before Judge John K. Butler, Candace
Childers, Court Reporter (no estimation of pages is listed on the Register of
Actions);

The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record

in addition to those automatically included under I.A.R. 28.
(a)

Reports of violations, or other documents or pleadings, containing probation
violation allegations.

NOTICE OF APPEAL
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(b)

7.

Any exhibits offered at the Sentencing, Admit/Deny, Evidentiary, and
Disposition hearings.

I certify:
(a)

That a copy ofthis Notice of Appeal has been served upon each court rep01ter
of whom a transcript has been requested as set forth below:
1.

Candace Childers
233 W. ~ain
Jerome, ID 83338

11.

Linda Ledbetter
Linda Ledbetter, CSR, RMR
570 Rim View Drive
Twin Falls, ID 83301

(b)

That the Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for preparation
of the record because he is 1) indigent; and 2) has made application for
27( e).
waiver of fees pursuant to

(c)

The Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated reporter's transcript fee
because he is 1) indigent; and 2) has made application for waiver of fees
pursuant to I.A.R. 24(g).

(d)

The Appellant is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee pursuant to
I.AR. 23(a)(8).

(e)

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant
to I.AR. 20, and the Attorney General of Idaho pursuant to Section 671401(1) of the Idaho Code.

;j\-

DATED this

I'-/

day of May, 2010.
BROWN JAMES & SWENSON

~ A-.~
Philip A. Brown
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
day of May, 2010, I served a true and correct copy of the
I hereby certify that on the
foregoing document(s) on the person(s) listed below, in the manner indicated:
Lawrence Wasden
Attorney General, State of Idaho
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010

United States Mail, Postage Prepaid
Overnight Courier
Via Facsimile
Hand Delivered

Calvin Campbell
Gooding County Prosecutor
P.O. Box 86
Gooding, ID 83330

United States Mail, Postage Prepaid
Overnight Courier
Via Facsimile
Hand Delivered

Molly J. Huskey
State Appellate Public Defender
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0055

United States Mail, Postage Prepaid
Overnight Courier
Via Facsimile
Hand Delivered

Candace Childers
Jerome County Judicial Annex
233 W. Main
Jerome, ID 83338

United States Mail, Postage Prepaid
Overnight Courier
Via Facsimile
Hand Delivered

Linda Ledbetter, CSR, R.:.\tIR
570 Rim View Drive
Twin Falls, ID 83301

United States Mail, Postage Prepaid
Overnight Courier
Via Facsimile
Hand Delivered
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In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho

STA TE OF IDAJf 0,

)
)

Plaintiff-Respondent,

)

ORDER CONSOLIDATING APPEALS

)
V.

)

)
)
)
)
)
)

Ltl'-JTIE EUGENE JUSTICE,
Defendant-Appellant.
1/I

i

I

------- -------------·· --------- ----- -- ------------- -- -- - -

STATE OF IDAHO,

Supreme Com1 Docket No. 37702-2010
Gooding County Docket No. 2009-2667

)

i

Plaintiff-Respondent,
V.

)
)
)

LUNDE EUGENE JGSTICE,
Defendant-Appellant.

Supreme Court Docket No. 37703-2010
Gooding County Docket No. 2009-3 ~ 60

)
)
)
)

It appearing that these appeals should be consolidated for

purposes for reasons of

judicial economy; therefore, good cause appearing,
IT HEREBY !S ORDERED that appeal No.

37--,02 and 37703 shall be

CONSOLIDATED FOR ALL PL'RPOSES under ~o. 37702, but all documents filed shall bear
both docket numbers.
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the District Court

shall prepare a CLERK'S

RECORD, which shall include the documents requested in the Notices of Appeal, together with a
copy of this Order.
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the District Court Reporter shaJ prepare a
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT, which shall include
Appeal.

transcripts requested in the Notices of

DATED this

,15-thday of May 2010<
For the Supreme Court

cc:

Counsel of Record
District Court Clerk
District Court Reporter

EXHIBIT LIST
State v Lunde Eugene Justice
Gooding County Cases #2009-2667 and 2009-3166
Supreme Court Case #37702 and 37703

1. Presentence Investigation (utilized in both cases)

EXHIBIT LIST
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

)

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff/Respondent,

vs.

)
)
)

)
)
LUNDE EUGENE JUSTICE,
Defendant/Appellant.

Supreme Court No. 37702-2010
and
37703-2010
(Consolidated)
CLERKS CERTIFICATEL

)
)
)

I, Cynthia R. Eagle-Ervin, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth
Judicial District, of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Gooding, do hereby
certify that the above and foregoing Record in the above entitled cause was compiled
and bound under my direction as, and is a true, full and correct Record of the pleadings
and documents as are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate
Rules.
I, do further certify that all exhibits offered or admitted in the above
entitled cause will be fully lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with the
Court Reporter's Transcript and the Clerk's Record as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho
Appellate Rules.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the
said Court this 21 day of June, 2010.

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

II\J THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

***************

vs.

)
)
)
)

LUNDE EUGENE JUSTICE,
Defendant/Appellant.

)
)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,
Pia intiff/Respondent,

)

Supreme Court No. 37702-2010
and
37703-2010
(Consolidated)
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Cynthia Eagle-Ervin, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Gooding, do hereby certify that I
have personally served or mailed, by United States mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record
and the Court Reporter's Transcript, along with a copy of the Pre-sentence Investigation
and any Exhibits offered o. admitted to each of the Attorneys of Record in this case as
follows:
Molly Huskey
State Appellate Public Defender
P.0. Box 83720
BOISE, ID 83720

Lawrence Wasden
ATTORNEY GENERAL
STATEHOUSE MAIL, RM 210
BOISE, IDAHO 83720

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of
said Court this 21 day of June, 2010.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent,
vs.
LUNDE EUGENE JUSTICE',
Appellant.

)
)

SC DOCKET NO. 37702/37703-2010

)
)

CR-2009-2667, CR-2009-3166

)
)
)
)
)

)

To:

THE CLERK OF THE IDAHO SUPREME COURT and
THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT:

NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT MAILED/LODGED
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on May 27, 2010, I mailed
for lodging a reporter's transcript of all assigned
appellate transcripts for the above-entitled appeal,
consisting of the January 26, 2010 status conference,
4 pages in length, with the Clerk of the District Court,
County of Gooding, in the Fifth Judicial District.
A PDF copy has been emailed to sctfilings@idcourts.net .

.j

Linda Ledbetter
Official Court Reporter

./

NOTICE RE REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT

J!JN-21-:~010 MON 11 : 48 AM JEROME CO JUD IC IAL ANNEX

TO:

FAX NO. 208 644 2608

Idaho Supreme court/Court of Appeals
Post Office Bo~ 83720
Boise, Idaho
83720-0lOl

DOCKET NOS. 37702 & 37703

( LUNDE EUGENE JUSTICE
(
Petitioner/Appellant,
(

V'S.

( STATE OF IDAHO,
(
Respondent.
(

_________________

NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPTS LODGED

Notice is hereby given that on June 18, 2010,

I l:::>dged (mailed) three transcripts

0£

44 pages in length for the

above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk
· of the County of Gooding in the Fifth Judicial District.

Hearing dates;

January 12, ~0l0 - Arraignment.
March 9, 2010 - Change of Plea.
April 27, 2010 - Sentencing

CANlJACE J. CHILDERS, CSR No. 258
(Typed Name of Reporter or Transcriber)
June 1.a, 2010
(Date)
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